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“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited 

to all we now know and understand, while imagination embraces the 

entire world, and all there ever will be to know and understand.” 

- Albert Einstein -
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1.1 A history of polymers 

The word polymer is derived from Greek words for ‘Poly’ and ‘Meros’ which literally 

translates into ‘many parts’. They are also commonly referred to as 

macromolecules which are defined by IUPAC as “a molecule of high relative 

molecular mass, the structure of which essentially comprises the multiple 

repetition of units derived, actually or conceptually, from molecules of low relative 

molecular mass.”1 The first account for a synthetically created polymer can be 

attributed to Leo Baekeland who, in 1907, created an insoluble material from the 

reaction of phenol and formaldehyde. This material was named Bakelite, after its 

discoverer, and was widely used in the early 1900’s due it’s good electrical- and 

thermal-insulating properties. At the time, this material was not yet known as a 

macromolecule, however this changed in the 1920’s by Herman Staudinger who 

described the term ’macromolecule’ by stating that large molecules with 1000 or 

more atoms, such as starch or cellulose, are actually build-up from smaller 

covalently linked repeating units.2 Nowadays, polymers are part of our daily life 

with applications in bottles, car tires, paint, glue but also in medicine as drug 

carriers.  

However, with the increased use of ‘plastics’, problems arose regarding the 

handling of the waste material. As these materials are made up of immensely long 

chains it takes nature thousands of years to break it down. With the increased 

concern for global warming, burning these materials is not a clean option either. 

More and more materials are therefore reused and recycled but not every material 

is suitable for that. (Bio)degradability therefore becomes a big part of polymer 

research. Biodegradability is making use of bacteria and other organisms to break 
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down the material. Introduction of degradable moieties suchs as esters or amides 

into large carbon chains improves the degradability. 

1.2 Classification of polymers 

There are various ways to categorize polymer classes. A common way is to look 

at the way the polymers are synthesized. In general, there are two pathways 

towards polymers being a step-growth and chain-growth mechanism. The 

difference of these methods can be attributed to the way the large chains are 

formed and the effect it has on the kinetics. The different mechanisms can be 

seen in Figure 1.1.  

 

Figure 1.1 Different pathways towards polymer formation: Step-growth top 

reaction, chain-growth bottom reaction. 

In the initial step of step-growth polymerization, monomers react with each other 

to form dimers. In the second step, these dimers then react with either monomer 

to form trimers or dimer to form tetramers. These steps are continued until one 

long chain is formed (Figure 1.1 top). For this type of polymerization, 

stoichiometry plays a key role and is the determining factor for the ultimate 

molecular weight as given in Equation 1.1a. Hence, molecular weight build-up is 
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slow in early stages as shown in Figure 1.2 (green). The resulting molecular weight 

distribution (MWD) is based on the cumulative molecular weights. 

Equation 1.1 Dependence of degree of polymerization (DPn) for: 

𝐷𝑃𝑛 =
1+𝑟0

1+𝑟0−2𝑟0𝑝 
 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑟0 =

𝑛𝐴,0

𝑛𝐵,0
     a) Step-growth polymerization 

with monomer conversion (p) and mol of monomer A and B (na,o and nb,0) 

𝐷𝑃𝑛 =
𝑘𝑝

(2𝑓∙𝑘𝑑)0.5∙𝑘𝑡
0.5 ∙ [𝐼]−0.5 ∙ [𝑀]    b) chain-growth polymerization 

with kp, kd and kt being the rate coefficients for respectively propagation, 

dissociation and termination, f being the initiator efficiency and [I] and [M] being 

the initiator and monomer concentration. The equation is only valid for thermally 

decomposing initiators. 

𝐷𝑃𝑛 =
[𝑀]0−[𝑀]𝑡

[𝐼]
      c) living polymerization 

 

Figure 1.2 Comparison of dependence of molecular weight on monomer 

conversion for step-growth (green), chain-growth (red) polymerization. In 

addition, the dependence for ideal (living) conditions (blue) is given. 
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In addition, with some reactions a condensate is formed which needs to be 

removed simultaneously to avoid the formation of an equilibrium. Examples of 

this pathway are the synthesis of polyesters, polyamides and polyurethanes. 

In a chain growth mechanism, external initiators are necessary to start the 

reaction. In the first step the initiator reacts with a monomer unit (initiation). In 

the second step, this monomer unit (with attached initiator) then reacts with a 

second monomer unit. Further steps add new units to this growing chain 

(propagation) until all monomer is consumed (Figure 1.1 bottom). In the final 

step, the radical can undergo termination reaction such as disproportionation 

and/or recombination. 

Here, the ultimate molecular weight is not dependent on the stoichiometry but 

rather by rate of initiation, propagation and termination (Equation 1.1b). Thus, 

the molecular weight increases instantly to reach ultimate molecular weight within 

a matter of seconds as shown in Figure 1.2 (red). Therefore, contrary to the 

equation for step-growth polymerization, the resulting MWD is determined by 

instantaneous molecular weights. This equation, however, is only valid for 

thermally decomposing initiators.  

Different types of initiator species can be used such as cations, anions or radicals 

leading to typical polymers such as polyethylene, polypropylene and 

polycaprolactone. Nowadays, most polymers are made using chain growth 

polymerization due to its very fast reaction rate – able to reach almost full 

conversion in a matter of seconds leading to molecular weights in excess of 1 

million dalton – its wide applicability and its readily available reagents.  
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1.3 Free radical polymerization 

Free radical polymerization has rapidly become one of the most popular 

polymerization techniques in industry. A major part of polymer production uses 

free radical polymerization to produce typical polymer such as polystyrene and 

polyethylene. 

Free radical polymerization is a statistical process which involves usually 4 steps 

as shown in Figure 1.3.3-4 An external source (typically an azo- or peroxide 

containing component) is necessary to start the process. Decomposition of the 

initiator to from radicals can happen via several ways (most commonly 

temperature or light). In the initiation step, the radicals react with available 

monomer. This addition of monomer is then repeated through the propagation 

phase until termination occurs which can happen by either recombination of two 

chains or by disproportionation (giving one proton-terminated chain and one chain 

containing a C=C double bond). In addition to termination, the radicals may also 

be transferred from one chain to either solvent, monomer or another by a chain 

transfer process whereby one polymer stops growing and a new propagating point 

is formed on another chain. This process can lead to all kinds of different side-

reactions such as branching and ring-closing. When this transfer happens 

intramolecularly, it is commonly referred to as backbiting. 

 

Figure 1.3 overview of the radical polymerization process. 
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Due to the statistical nature of the process, these polymers have typically a broad 

range of different lengths where values for polydispersity between 2 and 20 are 

common. 

1.4 Architecture of (co)polymers 

Polymers can come in different shapes and sizes depending on the conditions used 

which has a substantial impact on the properties of the final product. An overview 

of common polymer structures is given in Figure 1.4. However, polymers rarely 

consist of only one kind of monomer. Adding one (or more) monomers to the mix 

may improve physical or thermal properties for the final material. Depending on 

which monomers are selected, the final copolymer structure may differ which 

ultimately leads to a difference in properties of the final material. The outcome is 

strongly dependent on the miscibility and interaction between the monomers. An 

overview of possible copolymer structures is also given in Figure 1.4. In addition, 

polymers are also widely employed in dispersions as i.e. paint. Just as with 

traditional copolymers, the choice of copolymer composition has a strong influence 

of the particle structure affecting the ultimate properties of the dispersion whereby 

i.e. a block copolymer structure can lead to phase separation in the particle 

forming a Janus type particle while a graft copolymer may lead to phase 

separation to form a core-shell structure. These and other examples are given in 

the 3rd column in Figure 1.4. 

Nowadays an increasing amount of research is application driven. The necessary 

materials have to meet certain specifications and typically have to be designed for 

the respective purpose. Traditional free-radical polymerization techniques lack the 

necessary ‘control’ over the kinetics due to the statistical and random nature of 

the radicals involved.  
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Figure 1.4 Overview of complex (co)polymer architectures. 

1.5 Controlled radical polymerization 

To overcome this issue, a lot of research was performed to solve this lack of 

control by looking for ways to allow for steady chain growth and to limit the 

amount of side- and termination-reactions. Products of this research are the so-

called controlled radical polymerization techniques (CRP) and include popular 

reactions such as atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), nitroxide mediated 

polymerization (NMP) and reversible addition fragmentation/transfer (RAFT) 

polymerization which will be discussed in more detail. 

1.5.1 Atom transfer radical polymerization 

ATRP was developed in the mid 1990’s and is based on the atom transfer radical 

addition reaction whereby alkenes are reacted with a halogen compound in the 

presence of a transition metal complex to form a new carbon-carbon bond. Two 

separate research groups simultaneously reported the use of ATRP in radical 

polymerization. In the work by Sawamoto et al, a ruthenium(III) catalyst was 
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used while the group of Matyjaszewski chose a copper(II) species as catalyst.5-7 

Both groups found that during the polymerization a linear increase in molecular 

weight was observed in time leading to polymers with narrow polydispersities (Ð 

< 1.5). While both groups showed similar results, it was the system of 

Matyjaszwewski that gained widespread attention and is still the most used 

system to date owing to its readily available components and its ease of 

application. 

The reason for the effective control over the radical polymerization process lies in 

its mechanism as shown in Figure 1.5. 

 

Figure 1.5 Schematic representation for the ATRP mechanism. 

In the process, a halogen containing initiator is chosen (typically bromide or 

chloride) and a copper catalytic system (including a ligand for solubilization 

purposes) is added. Thanks to the inherent redox process, the copper(I) species 

will undergo oxidation by displacing the halogen from the initiator to form a 

copper(II) species along with a radical. The initiator is now in the active state and 

can enter propagation in the presence of monomer. However, the process is 

reversible whereby the copper(II) species is reduced back to copper(I) by 

transferring the halogen back to the now growing polymer chain making it 

inactive. The key to control is the significantly higher rate of deactivation with 

respect to the activation rate, keeping the growing chain in the dormant or inactive 

state for the majority of time. As a consequence, the concentration of radicals is 
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kept very low limiting the occurrence of side- and termination-reactions. A major 

benefit is that the halogen group is maintained on the polymer even after 

consumption of monomer. This way the chain can be extended further upon 

monomer addition which is not possible in any free radical process. 

Though this process has remained a popular technique, efforts were made to the 

reduce the amount copper as unwanted impurity when aiming for biomedical 

applications. This lead to the development of activators (re)generated by electron 

transfer A(R)GET polymerization whereby a reducing agent is added to generate 

the copper(I) species in-situ from copper(II) species.8-10 This drastically reduces 

the necessary amount of copper(I) in the polymerization. Another way to reduce 

the amount of copper(I) in the system is the addition of supplementary radicals 

to the polymerization by use of free-radical initiators. These added radicals assist 

in reducing copper(II) back to copper(I) due to the high deactivation rate. This 

process is therefore called initiators for continuous activator regeneration (ICAR) 

ATRP.11-12 

Despite being a versatile tool for the polymerization of several different 

monomers, the ATRP process lacks the applicability to perform reactions in polar 

solvents and at ambient conditions while maintaining control. This issue spiked 

the development of single-electron transfer living radical polymerization (SET-

LRP) whereby a copper(0) species is used to generate active copper(I) (Figure 

1.6).13 By using the more reactive copper(0) the amount of copper catalyst can 

be significantly reduced leading to polymers with higher purity and end group 

fidelity. 
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Figure 1.6 Schematic overview for the catalytic cycle involved in the single 

electron transfer living radical polymerization process.14 

In SET-LRP, activation happens when copper(0) undergoes electron transfer from 

the alkyl halide initiator or halide terminated polymer (PnX) to form copper (I) and 

a radical to which propagation can now happen. The active copper(I) readily 

disproportionates back to the activator copper(0) and the deactivator copper(II) 

driven by the ligand and polar solvents. The copper(II) species will react with the 

radical terminated polymer chain to form a deactivated halide terminated polymer 

chain and copper(I) which again readily disproportionates to copper(0) and 

copper(II). This self-regulation of in-situ generation of active and deactive species 

is crucial to SET-LRP polymerization and differs from traditional ATRP. 

Recent research focuses on light induced ATRP in both batch as well as flow 

chemistry.15-17 

1.5.2 Nitroxide mediated polymerization 

Nitroxide mediated polymerization has been around for a long time: with the 

original patent dating back to 1986.18 It is derived from the concept that 
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alkoxyamines reversibly produce a radical and a nitroxide at high temperatures 

as shown in Figure 1.7. In presence of monomer, propagation occurs at the radical 

R until deactivation happens whereby the nitroxide recombines with the growing 

polymer chain. Just as with ATRP, the deactivation rate is much higher than the 

rate of activation, leaving the growing polymer in a dormant state for the majority 

of time. 

A major advantage over ATRP is the fact that this method is completely metal-

free making it much more suitable for the preparation of polymers for biomedical 

purposes, making NMP a popular method for preparing tailor made polymers in 

this field. 

 

 

Figure 1.7 schematic representation of the NMP mechanism.19 

1.5.3 Reversible activation fragmentation/ transfer 

polymerization 

The last CRP technique to be discussed here is possibly one of the most used at 

the moment namely reversible addition fragmentation/transfer (RAFT) 

polymerization. It’s origin can be traced back to the use of so-called iniferter 

(initiator-transfer agent-terminator) polymerization to control the chain length of 

polymers under free radical conditions by an addition and fragmentation 

mechanism developed by Otsu et al.20-22 An iniferter is defined as a molecule which 

can decompose into radicals to initiate chain growth. This reversible procedure 
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formed the basis for the discovery of the RAFT process by CSIRO in 1998.23 In 

their research a dithioester was used to allow reversible activation/deactivation to 

take place. They also showed that the RAFT-agent can be designed to 

accommodate the reactivity of different monomers by introducing a leaving group 

(R) and a radical stabilizing group (Z). These can be chosen to allow better 

stabilization or fragmentation to happen. As it is still a free-radical based process 

using traditional radical initiators, an adapted polymerization scheme was 

proposed for the RAFT-process (Figure 1.8).  

Polymerization is started by decomposition of the free-radical initiator followed by 

the addition of monomer units to the radical. From here on, the growing chain 

may enter in what is known as the pre-equilibrium phase where the radical of the 

growing chain reacts with S=C double bond to form in intermediate form. There 

are now two options for beta scission: releasing the growing chain (Pm) or liberate 

the leaving group R. By choosing an appropriate leaving group, the beta scission 

can be driven towards the generation of new formed chains. In case of the latter 

option, the growing chain is now dormant (and is now called macroRAFT-agent) 

while the R group can reinitiate to form a new growing chain (Pn). When all R-

groups are re-initiated, the process enters the main equilibrium. Herein, growing 

chain Pn can now react with the macroRAFT-agent and form a similar intermediate 

as the pre-equilibrium.  

Just as before, there are two options for beta scission: releasing either Pn or Pm to 

allow further propagation while the respective other chain remains in the dormant 

state. 
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Figure 1.8 Schematic representation of the RAFT polymerization process.24 

Due to the nature of the underlying free-radical process, termination can occur 

due to the constant presence of radical species. This is totally different from other 

controlled radical polymerization techniques whereby the concentration of radicals 

is kept very low due to the deactivation of active species. However, thanks to the 

reversible character of the RAFT process, further extension of the RAFT-polymers 

upon addition of monomer can be achieved. 

A major advantage of RAFT polymerization is its flexibility towards almost all 

monomer species. This is due to the fact that the RAFT-agent can be designed by 

changing the leaving group R and stabilizing group Z to meet requirements for 

the specific system. Typical structures include dithiobenzoates and 

trithiocarbonates for monomers such as (meth)acrylates and styrene. These types 

of RAFT-agent however have limited compatibility with less activated monomers 
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such as vinyl acetate or vinyl amides. This lead to the simultaneous development 

of the MADIX (macromolecular design via interchange of xanthates) process by 

S. Zard in 1997.25 MADIX follows a similar process as RAFT, but thanks to the 

design of the xanthate – using a Z-group with lower stabilizing capability – the 

radical is more reactive, improving the addition to electron deficient double bonds 

of vinylesters and vinylamides. 

A major advantage of RAFT/MADIX over other CRP techniques is the easy 

implementation in already established free radical procedures without the need 

for excessive optimatization. In addition, it’s metal-free conditions also gives it an 

advantage in preparing polymers for biomedical applications. As a consequence, 

it is possibly the preferred CRP technique for many cases. 

1.6 Radical ring-opening polymerization 

The problem, however, with polymers stemming from radical polymerization is a 

lack in degradability. This inhibits the use of these polymers in applications where 

degradability plays an important role such as many environmentally friendly 

applications and drug delivery purposes. For these applications, typically 

polyesters and polyamides are used due to the readily hydrolysable ester (both 

acidic as well as basic) and amide (only acidic) bonds in the main chain. However, 

as already mentioned in the start of this chapter, synthesis of these materials 

usually requires elaborate procedures under stringent conditions. Unification of 

these two worlds would be an advantageous situation where degradable polymers 

are prepared using the wide variety of radical polymerization techniques. 

In the late 1970s, Bailey et al. performed research on the effect of radicals on 

ring-like structures called cyclic ketene acetals (CKAs). They expected these 
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structures to undergo vinyl addition to form a traditional vinyl polymer. However, 

they were surprised when they found that the resulting polymer also contained 

polyester parts. They realized that some form of ring-opening reaction must take 

place on CKAs when exposed to radicals. They proposed a mechanism for this 

ring-opening reaction and while still under small debate it is commonly accepted 

as the radical ring-opening reaction of CKAs (Figure 1.9).26 For the first time it 

was possible to prepare polyesters using radical polymerization. With his group, 

he continued research through the 1980s focusing on different CKA structures as 

well as the ability to copolymerize CKAs with traditional vinyl monomers such as 

styrene and methyl methacrylate.27-34  

 

Figure 1.9 General mechanism for the reactions involved in the radical ring-

opening polymerization of cyclic ketene acetals. 

Unfortunately, this work did not result into immediate continuation of research in 

this field. This was partially due to the lack of interest and drive for degradable 

polymer materials but mostly due to the sometimes tedious synthesis of the CKAs. 

1.6.1 Synthesis of cyclic ketene acetals 

In the early reports by Bailey et al, the same synthetic procedure was applied for 

the synthesis of different CKA structures. This procedure involves two steps a 

transacetalization followed by a dehydrohalogenation as shown in Figure 1.10.27-

29 
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Figure 1.10 General synthesis procedure for the preparation of cyclic ketene 

acetals. 

The first step, the transacetalization reaction, is an acid catalyzed reaction 

between a haloaldehyde dialkyl acetal and a diol whereby a condensate of alcohol 

is removed simultaneously to increase product yield. For the halogen X, typically 

chloride or bromide are chosen whereby the latter is the better leaving group in 

the follow-up reaction. While the R-group can basically by any alkyl chain, methyl 

or ethyl groups are preferred to thanks the low boiling points of their respective 

alcohols to allow for easier removal. The ring-size is determined by the diol leading 

to 1,3-dioxolanes in the case of 1,2-ethandiol, 1,3-dioxanes in the case of 1,3-

propandiol or 1,3-dioxepanes in the case of 1,4-butanediol.27  

The second step, the dehydrohalogenation, is typically performed by using a 

strong base at high temperatures to remove the halogen towards the formation 

of a C=C double bond. Early work showed that, although technically any base can 

be used (i.e. potassium hydroxide), a bulky base such as potassium tertiary-

butoxide (KOtBu) generally leads to higher yields.27 In more recent work, a phase 

transfer catalyst is used to make it possible to perform this reaction at much lower 

temperatures to avoid side-product formation and increase the yield even more. 

However, this works better for bromide substituted pre-CKAs since the C-Cl bond 

is too strong.35-37. While this pathway allows for the synthesis of a whole range of 
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different CKAs, only a handful of structures have been favored through the years. 

The most important factor is the capability to exhibit quantitative ring-opening. 

Due to the increased ring-strain, 5- or 7-membered rings are most suitable, while 

6-membered rings are too stable to undergo ring-opening. With this in mind, only 

a few CKAs have been investigated in the last years, mostly thanks to the ease of 

synthesis, well-known behavior and the ability to allow quantitative ring-opening 

under mild conditions. The three most popular CKAs are 2-methylene-1,3-

dioxepane (MDO), 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) and 2-

methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MDPL), of which the structures are given in 

Figure 1.11.  

 

Figure 1.11 CKA structures for 2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (MDO), 5,6-benzo-

2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) and 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane 

(MDPL). 

In the next paragraphs, the development of these monomers will be discussed in 

more detail. 

1.6.2 2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane 

MDO is probably the most studied CKA in literature. This is likely to the fact that 

- being an isomer of ε-caprolactone – polymerization leads to polycaprolactone. 

It was among the first CKAs studied by Bailey et al in the 1980s and has lately 

been expanded to the preparation of copolymers of PCL and a variety of different 
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comonomers. Through the years, copolymers of MDO with styrene33, 38-39, MMA27, 

40-41, dimethyl aminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA)42-43 and vinyl acetate (VAc)27, 

44-46 have been studied in terms of their copolymerization behavior resulting in 

valuable insights in the reactivity of the monomers in question. In most cases a 

significantly higher reactivity was observed leading to polymers with a higher 

content of the respective comonomer. 

With these new insights and the emergence of controlled radical polymerization 

techniques, more research groups are now using RROP for the preparation of 

tailor-made degradable polymers. The first occurrence of using RROP in 

combination with some form of a controlled behavior was reported by Wei et al.  

in 1996.47 In their work, they make use of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy 

(TEMPO) to successfully control the free radical polymerization of MDO leading to 

low dispersity polymers. The living nature of these polymers was also proven by 

the successful chain extension. Despite this evidence, people continued to use 

free-radical polymerization of MDO which mainly focused on studying the 

copolymerization with all kinds of different vinyl monomers.38-45, 48-59 Therefore, 

this research was expanded by the combined effort of J. Nicolas and Y. Guillaneuf, 

where a full NMP process was used in the (co)polymerization of several different 

CKAs by switching TEMPO for the more effective N-tert-butyl-N-(1-

diethylphosphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl) nitroxide (SG1) to successfully prepare 

polymers as well as copolymers with predictable molecular weights and low 

dispersities.60-61 Other research groups also reported on the use of RAFT/MADIX 

46, 62 and ATRP 63  to successfully control the radical ring-opening polymerization 

of CKAs.  
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Post-functionalization also starts playing a more dominant role when going for a 

certain application. In recent years, people have reported on the use of epoxides64-

65, azlactones66 and crosslinking62 as methods of making functionalized MDO 

based materials. With the rise of click-chemistry, this was further expanded by 

using the copper catalyzed azide-alkyne click reaction42,56 or thiol-ene chemistry46, 

59. With this toolbox, several attempts have been reported were a combination of 

CKAs and specific vinyl monomers has led to functioning applications 

predominantly in the biomedical field such as drug delivery systems42, 58-59, 67, 

tissue engineering45 but also biocompatible adhesives65 and will likely expand in 

the future. 

1.6.3 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane 

Similar to MDO, 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) is one of the most 

studied CKAs incorporating the effective ring-opening of the 7-membered ring 

with an added phenyl-ring for increased ring-strain and radical stability.28 Soon 

after the discovery of RROP of MDO, Bailey et al investigated different ways to 

improve the amount of ring-opening, which lead him to the use of BMDO. In this 

early work the copolymerization with several vinyl monomers was studied. With 

respect to MDO copolymerization, a higher polymerization temperature (120°C 

w.r.t 90°C) was necessary to allow decent BMDO conversions in a similar time 

range. This is mostly caused by the high melting point of BMDO (which is 92°C) 

whereas MDO is a liquid at ambient conditions. Even though, this research showed 

promising results, it was not until 2000 that new research involving BMDO was 

reported where Yuan and coworkers continued Bailey’s work with the introduction 

of ATRP to the (co)polymerization of BMDO.68 Their work nicely showed the 

synthesis of BMDO homopolymers with dispersity values between 1.1 and 1.4 at 
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different temperatures. This principle was expanded to the use of other CKAs but 

more importantly to the block-copolymerization of BMDO and other vinyl 

monomers to further prove the controlled/living character of these polymers.69-70 

Meanwhile, other research groups expanded on this development to investigate 

their own preferred combination of BMDO and comonomers.71-78 Efforts were 

made to clarify the copolymerization behavior in terms of reactivity for BMDO 

towards the respective monomers. Similar observations were reported for MDO, 

whereby higher reactivities are reported for any vinyl monomer with respect to 

BMDO, leading to copolymers with a slightly higher content of the monomer in 

question. 

Besides the use of ATRP to control the (co)polymerization, there are also report 

on the successful use of RAFT79-84 and NMP60-61, 85-86 to prepare (co)polymers with 

defined molecular weights and low polydispersities. This use of these techniques 

resulted in an increased number of reports on (possible) application of these 

materials for drug delivery purposes.84, 87-89 Through these studies it was found 

that these polymers – including side and degradation products – are non-cytotoxic 

and that in-vitro degradation occurs readily in a range of different cell-lines. Even 

though the number of reports is limited in comparison to MDO, the use of BMDO 

could increase in the future thanks to the easy handling, easy copolymerization 

with a wide range of different monomers and the compatibility with several 

different CRP techniques. 

1.6.4 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane 

The last CKA to discuss is 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL), one of 

the most recent discoveries in the field of radical ring-opening polymerizations. 

Although its first use dates back to the work of W.J. Bailey, it has recently gained 
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a lot of attention due to its ability to copolymerize with styrene (an ability which 

BMDO and MDO lack), thanks to similarity of the propagating radical of MPDL with 

respect to styrene.29 However, MPDL contains a 5-membered ring rather than a 

7-membered ring in the case of (B)MDO, and tends to polymerize in the presence 

of any cation resulting in a drastically reduced shelf life and the need for multiple 

purification steps in order to reach a pure product. While this can be counteracted 

with the addition of a small amount (2 wt% typically) of a base, this is most of 

the time undesired. Still, this has only been a limiting factor for a few researchers 

to use MPDL in their studies towards degradable polymers. 

After the initial report of the (co)polymerization of MPDL and different vinyl 

monomers in the 1980s, the research was continued in the early 2000s with the 

work of Pan et al, who reported on the use of ATRP for the synthesis MPDL 

homopolymers with defined size and low dispersities.90 In similar work as 

performed for BMDO, they nicely showed the controlled behavior expressed by 

the ATRP mechanism resulting in polymers with a dispersity in range of 1.2 to 1.5 

depending on the temperature.   

Even though these results were promising, it took another decade for researchers 

to further investigate the usability of MPDL. This time it was work by Nicolas et al.  

who, instead of ATRP, used their expertise in NMP to develop a novel route 

towards the synthesis of degradable materials with controllable properties around 

MPDL. 61, 91-92 In their work, they performed comparative studies with regards to 

MDO, BMDO and MPDL testing which CKA was best suited for the preparation of 

copolymers consisting of oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate and 

acrylonitrile. MPDl proved to be best suitable for this specific task further showing 

the controlled behavior and the non-cytotoxic behavior of the polymers and its 
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respective degradation products. These results nicely show that MPDL is very 

much a strong contender as a CKA for the preparation of degradable polymers 

with defined properties. 
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1.7 Aim and outline of research 

The aim of this thesis is to synthesize degradable nanoparticles for use in 

biomedical applications. Herein, a combination of radical ring-opening 

polymerization and miniemulsion was explored. An important step is to get a clear 

idea of the behavior involved in i.e. the (co)opolymerization and degradation in 

order to improve the controllability of various aspects such as molecular weight, 

composition and functionality.  

In chapter 2, the copolymerization behavior of BMDO and MMA is studied by 

calculating the reactivity ratios based on the Mayo-Lewis approach. In a first 

attempt, copolymers of MMA and BMDO were synthesized using a RAFT-procedure 

to control the molecular weight build-up for linear as well as 4-arm star structure. 

As a final test, the hydrolytic degradability of both RAFT copolymer architectures 

was tested. 

Chapter 3 focuses on expanding and optimizing the procedure used in Chapter 2, 

to determine the copolymerization parameters in a fast and accurate manner 

using online infrared spectra as a tool. Employing a model system based on MPDL 

several different comonomer classes was tested. Furthermore, an attempt was 

made to use RAFT as a method to prepare copolymers of MPDL and several 

comonomers with defined composition and size. 

Important for the development of drug delivery systems is the ability for post 

functionalization of polymers to allow the attachment of biomolecules for the 

recognition of proteins/enzymes in the human body. In chapter 4, the use of click 

chemistry in the form of the copper catalyzed azide alkyn 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition 

was introduced via the copolymerization of MDO and propargyl acrylate. In 
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addition, a novel way of producing functionalized degradable polymers is 

presented by means of an alkyne functionalized CKA. 

In chapter 5 the preparation of degradable nanoparticles is presented by using a 

combination of RROP and miniemulsion. Two different pathways are presented 

whereby the order of RROP and miniemulsion is tested.  

Furthermore, a collection of all relevant synthetic procedures is combined in 

Chapter 6. Finally, a summary and outlook of the research performed in this thesis 

is given in Chapter 7. 
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2.1 Abstract 

Copolymerization of the cyclic ketene acetal 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-

dioxepane (BMDO) with methyl methacrylate (MMA) is studied with respect to its 

copolymerization parameters and the suitability to control BMDO/MMA 

copolymerizations via the reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) 

polymerization technique to obtain linear and 4-arm star polymers. BMDO shows 

disparate copolymerization behavior with MMA and r1 = 0.33 ± 0.06 and r2 = 6.0 

± 0.8 have been determined for polymerization at 110 °C in anisole from fitting 

copolymer composition vs. comonomer feed data to the Lewis-Mayo equation. 

Copolymerization of the two monomers is successful in RAFT polymerization 

employing a trithiocarbonate control agent. As desired, polymers contain only little 

amount of polyester units stemming from BMDO units. Preliminary degradation 

experiment show that the polymer degrades slowly, but steadily in aqueous 1 M 

NaOH dispersion. Within ten days, the polymers are broken down to low molecular 

weight segments from an initial number-average molecular weight of Mn = 6000 

g∙mol−1. Star (co)polymerization with an erythritol-based tetra-functional RAFT 

agent following the Z-group approach proceeds efficiently and polymers with a 

number-average molecular weight of Mn = 10 000 g∙mol−1 are readily obtained 

that degrade in similar manner as the linear copolymer counterparts. 
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2.2 Introduction 

The polymerization of cyclic ketene acetals (CKAs) to obtain polyesters via a 

radical ring-opening polymerization (RROP) process has first been described in the 

seventies of the last century.1 While in principle being a highly interesting process, 

RROP did not gain much interest and remained largely unused for a long time, 

mostly due to the seemingly better accessibility of polyesters from either step-

growth polymerization or the ring opening polymerization of lactones.2-3 However, 

in recent years RROP has seen a revival and a considerable amount of studies 

have been published on polyester materials stemming from this process.3-7 This 

resurrection is mostly due to two factors, (i) being the availability of controlled 

radical polymerization (CRP) methods8-10 that allow (in combination with CKAs) 

for the simple design of mixed polyester/polyvinyl (block) copolymers with 

controlled structure, functionality and defined dispersity and (ii) the general 

possibility to produce statistical copolymers of CKAs with conventional vinyl 

monomers that allow for the synthesis of materials that feature the degradability 

of the polyester component.11 

Especially the second feature is highly attractive for the design of materials for a 

broad range of applications. The possibility to synthesize materials that consist 

primarily of a conventional vinyl monomer in which polyester units are randomly 

located along the backbone of the chains is highly attractive. Such material will 

feature (bio)degradability of the polyester compound, but retain – as long as the 

CKA content is kept low – essentially the physical properties of the vinyl polymer. 

Degradable polystyrene or poly(meth)acrylates are in this manner accessible and 

deeper exploration of these copolymerizations has the potential to shape the 
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future of such materials since degradability becomes increasingly important for 

specialties as well as bulk materials. 

 

Figure 2.1 Simplified reaction mechanism for CKA polymerization leading to ring 

opening polymerization as well as to ring-retaining structures. Note that also a 

combination of both mechanisms may occur. 

CKAs polymerize radically via a two-step process, see Figure 2.1. First, an 

intermediate radical is formed by addition of a propagating radical to the 

monomer, which is ideally followed by ring opening via β-scission, yielding a 

primary radical. Polymerizations in which most monomer units have been ring-

opened (in contrast to units where propagation occurred directly via the initially 

formed intermediate radical, see lower part of the scheme), are usually only 

observed at high reaction temperatures, which is unsurprising since β-scission 

reactions are typically associated with high activation energies.12-13 High reaction 

temperatures pose no direct problem for polymerization and are even favorable 

due to the overall relatively slow propagation rates of CKAs. Difficult with respect 

to controlled polymerization is though that the propagating ring-opened species 

is of primary nature, which renders reversible deactivation reactions difficult. 
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Indeed, when reviewing literature, almost random patterns are observed with 

respect to which CRP method is able to control the polymerization of a certain 

CKA.4  

Addition of a comonomer has in the past proven to be beneficial for controlling 

CKA polymerizations. By employing a comonomer, control over the polymerization 

may be achieved by solely controlling propagating chains with a comonomer 

terminus. Yet, CKAs do not copolymerize easily and polymerizations may be 

interrupted if the control-agent CKA-chain terminus adduct is too stable. 

In this chapter we have focused on the copolymerization of 5,6-benzo-2-

methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) with methyl methacrylate (MMA). To gain 

control over the polymerizations, reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer 

polymerization (RAFT) has been chosen. The copolymerization of BMDO and 

methacrylates has been described before14-16 and the overall suitability of RAFT 

to control BMDO homopolymerization is also known.17 The exact combination of 

both has, however, not yet been described. In order to reach a precision design 

of complex (meth)acrylates that feature biodegradable units, a closer kinetic 

understanding of the copolymerization and the possibility to control it via CRP 

methods – or more specifically via RAFT – is required. Thus, an in-depth kinetic 

study was performed on the copolymerization behavior of BMDO with MMA to set 

the fundament for further synthetic studies. With this kinetic knowledge at hand, 

the work was expanded to RAFT polymerizations and the synthesis of four-arm 

star RAFT polymers that are essentially made of MMA, but that feature 

(bio)degradability. First degradation results for the synthesized polymers are 

presented in the last section of this chapter. 
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Monomer synthesis 

 

Figure 2.2 Synthesis route to 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO). 

The CKAs required to perform RROP are only of very limited commercial 

availability. The monomer 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) was 

thus synthesized using the method described by Wickel et al. as given in Figure 

2.2.18 The synthesis of the monomer is straightforward and only minor adaptations 

of the literature protocols were required (see Paragraph 6.2 for details). Handling 

of BMDO on the contrary – which is not often described in literature – has proven 

to be somewhat challenging due to the tendency to undergo hydrolysis under 

atmospheric conditions. Upon contact with traces of water, the double bond is lost 

by H2O addition and subsequent ring-opening, which yields the side-product 2-

(hydroxymethyl)benzyl acetate.19 The 1H-NMR spectra for BMDO and its 

degradation product (measured in deuterated chloroform) are given in Figure 2.3. 

NMR analysis clearly shows that the described degradation takes place rapidly, 

which can also be easily observed by the naked eye, as the degradation product 

2-(hydroxymethyl)benzyl acetate is a liquid while BMDO is solid. Once BMDO is 

dissolved in its degradation product, it is nearly impossible to recover BMDO from 

the solution. In consequence, for the present study the monomer was stored 

under inert atmosphere at a temperature of −20 °C. 
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Figure 2.3 1H-NMR spectrum (measured in deuterated chloroform) of BMDO and 

its hydrolysis degradation product that is formed upon exposure of the monomer 

to air. 

2.3.2 Copolymerization of BMDO with MMA 

To investigate BMDO polymerization, MMA was chosen as a comonomer. Early 

work by Bailey et al. showed that BMDO homopolymerization is rather slow (43% 

conversion in 15h at T=120°C) but that the polymer contained 100 % ester-

groups and that ring retention does not play a significant role.20 Wickel et al. first 

reported on the BMDO/MMA comonomer combination in 2003.16 In their work, 

they used ATRP to obtain copolymers with defined copolymer composition and via 

an in-depth 2D NMR study, they determined the copolymerization reactivity ratios. 

To avoid interference of the CRP technique on the copolymerization kinetics, we 

opted herein to determine the reactivity ratios for the BMDO/MMA polymerization 

under uncontrolled radical polymerization conditions. Monomer mixtures were 
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therefore dissolved in anisole using dicumyl peroxide as initiator. The 

polymerizations were carried out under inert conditions at a temperature T = 110 

°C to facilitate reasonable reaction speeds. At lower T, polymerizations become 

unpractically slow. A typical 1H-NMR for poly(BMDO-r-MMA) (measured in 

deuterated chloroform) is shown in Figure 2.4. 

In the insert to Figure 2.4 the structure of the copolymer is depicted. All individual 

peaks in the spectrum can be assigned to BMDO and MMA typical signals or 

residual solvent. The strong resonance around 2 and 5 ppm stem from moieties 

that are formed after stopping the polymerization by exposing the reaction to air, 

by which residual BMDO is hydrolyzed immediately. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 1H-NMR spectrum (measured in deuterated chloroform) and peak 

assignments for the copolymer of BMDO and MMA, with a monomer ratio in the 

feed of [BMDO]:[MMA] 70:30. 
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Agarwal and coworkers reported for BMDO/MMA reactivity ratios of r1 = 0.53 and 

r2 = 1.96.16  

Whereby  

MMABMDOp,

BMDOBMDOp,

1






k

k
r

 and BMDOMMAp,

MMAMMAp,

2






k

k
r

 

and kp,BMDO-BMDO and kp,MMA-MMA denote the respective homopropagation rate 

coefficients and kp,BMDO-MMA and kp,MMA-BMDO denote the crosspropagation rate 

coefficients. Unfortunately, in their study they used for their analysis polymer 

composition data from polymers obtained at varying and partially higher monomer 

conversions (no exact conversion data was reported). In systems where r1 and r2 

are significantly differing unity, composition drift occurs during polymerization, 

consequently changing the composition of the copolymer with proceeding 

polymerization. For a reliable determination of r values, it is thus mandatory to 

determine copolymerization parameters from samples that were taken at low 

monomer conversion before composition drift has occurred to significant extent. 

First, the change in monomer composition with polymerization and monomer 

concentrations is investigated via in-line polymerization monitoring with an IR-

probe. In this manner, time-resolved monomer concentrations can be followed, 

which allows for a first assessment of copolymerization behavior and also allows 

determining the optimal point in time to stop polymerizations for copolymer 

composition determination. A series of reactions were analyzed where the 

monomer concentration in the feed was changed, but where the conversion of 

BMDO was kept low in order to avoid larger composition drifts. An overview over 
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these reactions with respect to feed composition, apparent molecular weight 

obtained, BMDO conversion and reaction time is given in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Overview of the results for (co)polymerization of BMDO and MMA in 

anisole with cDCP = 0.4 mol∙L−1 at T = 110°C under variation of feed 

concentrations. 

[BMDO]:

[MMA] 

Mn / 104 

g·mol-1 

Mw / 104 

g·mol-1 

Ð xBMDO 

/ % 

xMMA 

/ % 

t 

/ min 

100:0 0.28 0.69 2.42 41 - 3120 

90:10 0.32 0.71 2.25 13 89 155 

80:20 0.75 1.41 1.88 7.6 84 54 

70:30 0.99 1.77 1.78 4.1 85 34 

60:40 1.47 2.85 1.94 5.6 77 55 

50:50 1.57 3.32 2.11 5.5 76 46 

40:60 1.81 3.63 2.01 3.2 81 43 

30:70 2.02 4.11 2.03 5.2 85 36 

20:80 2.29 4.60 2.01 5.6 85 35 

10:90 3.14 6.26 1.99 0.8 92 19 

0:100 2.16 6.17 2.86 - 95 259 

For all data given in Table 1 a certain error in Mn, Mw  and Ð needs to be taken 

into account, since no precise copolymerization Mark-Houwink parameters are 

available and the numbers have been obtained using pure pMMA parameters. 

Regardless, a slight increase in average molecular weights with increasing MMA 

content is observed, which is probably caused by a faster overall propagation rate 

at higher MMA feed concentrations. Also, with higher MMA contents in the feed, 

the reaction time to reach significant conversion of BMDO decreases significantly. 
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This is a first indication that BMDO reacts faster with MMA than with itself and that 

already addition of small amounts of MMA can increase the overall reaction rate 

significantly. 

 

Figure 2.5 IR-spectra for the free-radical copolymerization of BMDO and MMA at 

a BMDO:MMA composition of 50:50 and T = 110 °C in anisole. IR-spectra were 

recorded in-situ after given time intervals as indicated. The dashed lines represent 

the pure monomers. 

To explore the copolymerization behavior further, the IR-data is analyzed in more 

detail. A series of spectra taken at different reaction times is depicted in Figure 

2.5. Only the wavelength region of interest is depicted, that is the stretching 

vibration of the C=C double bonds. Due to the different monomer structures, the 

signals for the C=C vibration for BMDO and MMA, respectively, are nicely 

separated and can be analyzed without the need for band deconvolution. As a 

comparison to the copolymerization monomer mixtures, also the spectra of pure 

MMA and BMDO are included in the figure as dashed lines.  
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The absorption intensity of BMDO is much more pronounced compared to MMA. It 

should be noted that Figure 2.5 depicts spectra from a polymerization with equal 

monomer starting concentration. Nevertheless, absolute intensities are irrelevant 

and conversions are directly calculated from the relative loss of intensity of the 

individual vibration bands. First investigation of the spectra directly reveals that 

the signal associated to MMA depletes at a much faster rate than the BMDO signal, 

indicating that MMA propagates much quicker in the copolymerization than BMDO, 

explaining the average molecular weight increase with increasing MMA content as 

speculated above. In order to sustain this observation, absolute monomer 

concentrations (and thus conversions) were calculated from the half-height area 

under the peaks. In conjunction with the known initial concentration for BMDO 

and MMA, the concentration traces in Figure 2.6 can be constructed. To facilitate 

an easy comparison, the data from the reaction with a monomer ratio BMDO:MMA 

of 50:50 was used. 

As already qualitatively assessed, it can be immediately observed that the 

consumption of MMA happens at a much faster rate than BMDO, indicating a 

considerable composition drift. As seen from the third trace in the figure, a shift 

in composition from 1:1 to 1:4 after roughly 45 hours is observed. While this 

obviously results in polymer chains that consist of significantly more MMA 

compared to BMDO, this also means that the composition of monomer units in the 

polymer product will largely differ when product is compared from early stages of 

the polymerization with late stages of polymerization. From a certain point on, all 

MMA will be consumed and BMDO homopolymer will start to form. While this 

obviously results in polymer chains that consist of significantly more MMA 

compared to BMDO, this also means that the composition of monomer units in the 
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polymer product will largely differ when product is compared from early stages of 

the polymerization with later stages of polymerization. 

 

Figure 2.6 Monomer concentration versus time plot for both BMDO (squares) and 

MMA (triangles) as obtained from integration of the IR bands depicted in Figure 

3. The change in the ratio of BMDO over MMA concentration is additionally 

indicated. 

This phenomenon is even better visualized by looking at the change if composition 

in time (Figure 2.7). It is immediately obvious that the fraction of BMDO in the 

feed is increasing over time whereas the fraction of MMA decreases. The 

composition drift information allows in principle for assessment of reactivity ratios. 

To simplify the procedure, we have, however, opted to calculate the r values 

(following the terminal model)21-22 from the monomer feed and polymer 

composition as determined from NMR (see spectrum described above).5, 14, 16, 23-

25 Thereby, r1 and r2 are determined from fitting  the Mayo-Lewis equation 
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(Equation 2.1) to the monomer feed (fMMA and fBMDO) vs. copolymer composition 

data (FMMA) obtained from polymerizations at different feed concentrations. 

 

Figure 2.7 evolution of the composition with time for a sample containing a 

0.5:0.5 starting composition. 

Equation 2.1  

𝐹MMA =
𝑟2𝑓MMA

2+𝑓MMA𝑓BMDO

𝑟2𝑓MMA
2+2𝑓MMA𝑓BMDO+𝑟1𝑓BMDO

2       

Generally, using the terminal model is not without problems. Often, this model 

allows for a good representation of copolymer composition data, but yields 

erroneous results when trying to predict kinetic coefficients. To describe 

composition and kinetics concomitantly, the explicit penultimate model should be 

used. Since the aim in this study was, however, to only analyze (and predict) 

copolymer compositions, the simpler model was applied. 
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Figure 2.8 Polymer composition as a function of comonomer feed composition 

for copolymerizations of BMDO and MMA. The monomer feed concentration ratio 

is given by f (with respect to MMA) and the copolymer composition ratio is given 

by F (with respect to MMA). The curve displays the best fit of the data to the 

Mayo-Lewis equation (Equation 1). The error bars are based on experiment errors 

whereas the error values for the r-values are based on the fit only. The dashed 

line represents a simulated curved based on the reactivity ratios obtained via the 

Skeist equation. 

Using the data from the experiments given in Table 2.1 the so-called Mayo-Lewis 

plot can be constructed as is shown in Figure 2.8. In this graph the feed 

composition is plotted versus the composition in the polymer, all with respect to 

MMA. To calculate the composition of the formed polymer, 1H-NMR spectra were 

measured for all polymer samples (as exemplified in Figure 2.4). By integration 

of the MMA characteristic peaks (3H, 3.4-3.6 ppm) and of BMDO typical ones (2H, 

4.9-5.1 ppm), the composition is directly obtained. In an ideal situation where 

both monomers are equally reactive, a straight line would be observed in the 

Mayo-Lewis plot. Any deviation from this ideal behavior (either positive or 
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negative) directly indicates different reactivities for either of the monomers. Due 

to the composition drift that is associated with such behavior, significantly higher 

amounts of one monomer (here BMDO) will be built in at higher conversions, and 

erroneous reactivity ratios would in such case inevitably be obtained. 

From the data in Figure 2.8, the reactivity ratios are determined by fitting the 

data to Equation 2.1. This results in a reactivity ratio for BMDO of r1 = 0.33 ± 

0.07 and r2 = 6.0 ± 0.98 for MMA, respectively, which nicely fits with the expected 

range for the reactivity ratios (r1<<1<<r2).  

Using alternative evaluation methods, for example by fitting an integrated version 

of the Mayo-Lewis equation (so called Skeist-equation, Equation 2.2) to the 

composition drift data shown in Figure 2.6, yields comparable values, even though 

with some deviation. 

Equation 2.2 

1 −
𝑀

𝑀0
= 1 − [

𝑓1

𝑓1,0
]

𝛼

[
𝑓2

𝑓2,0
]

𝛽

[
𝑓1,0−𝛿

𝑓1−𝛿
]

𝛾

       

𝛼 =
𝑟2

1−𝑟2
, 𝛽 =

𝑟1

1−𝑟1
, 𝛾 =

1−𝑟1𝑟2

(1−𝑟1)(1−𝑟2)
, 𝛿 =

1−𝑟2

2−𝑟1−𝑟2
  

We opted herein, however, for the fitting procedure as given in Figure 2.8 since 

this approach is statistically more robust on the basis of the available data. Even 

though a copolymerization with such vastly different reactivity ratios would 

normally be considered to be very unideal, good materials with respect to 

(bio)degradability can still be obtained. For degradation, high amounts of 

polyester units are not required since a high molecular weight BMDO/MMA 

copolymer can still decompose into smaller fractions of oligo-MMA. In fact, to 

retain good material properties it may even be desirable to maintain low polyester 

contents. 
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As noted above, Wickel et al. had earlier already attempted to determine the 

reactivity ratios for BMDO and MMA, with the main difference being that the 

polymerizations were performed under ATRP conditions.16  

 

Figure 2.9 Evaluation of the concentration data given in Figure 2.6 via the Skeist 

method resulting in r1 = 0.7 and r2 = 3.88.  

 

In this paper, the Kelen-Tüdõs method was used to linearize the Mayo-Lewis 

equation, which yielded a reactivity ratios r1 = 0.51 and r2 = 1.96. These values 

differ quite significantly from the values determined herein. Even though it cannot 

be excluded, the ATRP mechanism should not have too much influence on the 

reactivity ratios – assuming that the activation/deactivation equilibrium state is 

similar for both macroradical termini. However, as discussed above, conversion 

has a large influence on the result. Although Wickel et al. did not report any 

numbers for monomer conversion, it is expected that polymers with high or at 
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least considerable conversion were used. Thus, in fact copolymers with a 

composition gradient were obtained and FBMDO was overestimated, leading to 

increased r1 and decreased r2 exactly as is observed in here. Another important 

factor to consider is the difference in temperature: in the work by Wickel et al. 

the polymerization is performed at T=120°C whereas a polymerization of T=90°C 

is used in this study. Since temperature has a significant influence at the 

polymerization rate at can lead to very different reactivity ratios.  

 

2.3.3 Synthesis of (co)polymers  of BMDO and MMA under RAFT 

polymerization conditions. 

After the analysis of the uncontrolled radical copolymerization of BMDO/MMA, we 

proceeded to the synthetic aim of the study and thus to employ RAFT 

polymerization for production of well-defined BMDO copolymers with defined 

molecular weight. For what follows, we assume that the copolymerization 

parameters as determined above are also valid in the RAFT polymerization. After 

some initial tests with several available RAFT-agent structures, the 

trithiocarbonate methyl-2-(((octylthio)-carbonothioyl)thio)propanoate (RA-1) has 

proven to be the most efficient RAFT agent for the preparation of copolymers with 

decent polydispersities. Reasonable control is achieved and a clear shift of 

molecular weight distributions is seen with increasing monomer conversion (see 

2.10). Interestingly, the employed RAFT agent is not suited for MMA 

homopolymerization and a certain amount of BMDO is required to achieve low 

polydispersities. Thus, it can be concluded that the BMDO termini interact well in 

the RAFT equilibrium and feature favorable kinetics.  
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Figure 2.10 Evolution of molecular weight distributions with time for a RAFT 

copolymerization of BMDO and MMA (conditions: DCP:RA-1:BMDO:MMA 

0.1:1:50:50 at T=100°C). Samples were taken after given time intervals and the 

molecular weight was determined by SEC in THF using pMMA Mark-Houwink 

parameters. 

 

The molecular weight distributions display initially small low-molecular weight 

tailing, which disappears with proceeding polymerization. Also, it should be noted 

that the molecular weight distributions are cut off on the low molecular weight 

side. BMDO (or its degradation product, respectively) can after reaction not be 

fully removed from the product, hence always a small molecular weight fraction 

is left in the elugrams. For BMDO:MMA:RA-1 = 1:1:0.01 in anisole and a 

polymerization temperature of 110 °C, a shift of number average molecular 

weights from Mn = 1.8 x103 g∙mol−1 after 1 hour to Mn = 5.8 x103 g∙mol−1 after 

21 hours is observed. Dispersities of all samples remained below 1.5, which for a 

CKA copolymerization may be regarded as satisfactory. Equal amounts of BMDO 
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and MMA are used in the polymerization, thus around 80 % of MMA is expected 

to be found in the copolymer (see Figure 2.8), whereby the BMDO content should 

continuously increase with proceeding polymerization. 

2.3.4 Degradation test of poly(MMA-r-BMDO) 

To test whether the obtained polymers indeed display the expected degradation 

behavior, the polymer was dissolved in a minimal amount of THF and was mixed 

with 5 ml of 1M NaOH solution. The result of the degradation experiment is shown 

in Figure 2.11).  

 

Figure 2.11 Evolution of molecular weight distributions for the degradation of the 

BMDO/MMA copolymer prepared via the RAFT polymerization technique. 

Degradation of these polymers does not happen at a fast rate, as even after 

several days, polymer distributions are clearly observable. As poly(MMA-r-BMDO) 

is not water soluble, no fast degradation should be expected since only the outer 

sphere of the polymer aggregates in the resulting dispersion are in contact with 
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the base. However, a clear continuous shift is observed from high to low molecular 

weight, indicating that the material breaks down over time into smaller segments.  

 

Figure 2.12 average BMDO sequence length versus total monomer conversion 

(xmon). 

Apart from the decrease in overall molecular weight, another interesting 

observation is the increase in a small molecular weight peak (indicated by the 

arrow in the figure), which can most likely be attributed to degradation product of 

BMDO segments or to additional de-esterification of the methyl esters. 

Experiments were stopped after 10 days when sufficient breakdown of material 

was observed. It should, however, be noted that further decrease in molecular 

weight could be achieved at longer degradation times. 

2.3.5 4-arm star synthesis of poly(MMA-r-BMDO) via RAFT 

polymerization 

The above degradation experiments proved that the synthesis of RAFT polymers 

from BMDO/MMA mixtures was successful. To increase complexity, we thus 
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proceeded to the original goal of the study, the synthesis of RAFT star polymers. 

Star polymers find applications in many areas due to their unique properties with 

respect to hydrodynamic radius and viscosity. Among other, star polymers are 

interesting materials for drug delivery purposes, an area where (bio) degradability 

of the materials could display a large additional value. 

Using the above conditions from the linear RAFT synthesis, an attempt was made 

to synthesize well-defined four-arm star copolymers. For the synthesis of star 

polymers using RAFT, two approaches may in principle be chosen: the Z- and R-

star synthesis approach. The difference lies in how the individual arms grow: with 

the R-star approach the chains grow from a central core and the controlling RAFT 

end-group is always located at the end of each arm. In the Z-star approach, the 

core connects the trithiocarbonate moieties via the stabilizing Z-group and growth 

of the chains occurs in solution while being detached from the core. Thus, 

formation of linear polymer is a possible side reaction. While linear polymers may 

not significantly occur in the R-approach, this specific methodology might lead to 

star-star coupling. Nevertheless, both approaches have been shown to yield 

satisfactory star polymers.26 Because star coupling has usually a much higher 

impact on material properties than presence of small amounts of linear material 

that can be more easily removed, the Z-star approach was in here favored (see 

Figure 2.13 for the structure of the control agent). To reach this aim, a tetra-

functional trithiocarbonate was synthesized according to the procedure as 

published by Boschmann et al.27 (see Figure 2.13). 
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Figure 2.13 Reaction scheme for the copolymerization of BMDO and MMA using 

the four-arm functional RAFT-agent RA-4. 

 

The conditions from the linear polymerization could be directly implemented 

without the need for extensive re-optimization. The only difference between the 

linear and the star polymerization was a four times higher concentration of 

initiator due to the fact that the chain can polymerize at four sites per RAFT core 

molecule. The RAFT:initiator ratio was thus kept constant and also the 

polymerization temperature remained unchanged (T = 100°C). Also, a steady 

increase in molecular weight is observed with increasing reaction time and 

monomer conversion. The evolution of molecular weight distributions is shown in 

Figure 2.14. Initially, the polymerization rate is slightly lowered and a shoulder is 

seen in the distribution taken at 2 h reaction time stemming from the initial RAFT-

agent. This indicates that the polymerization has not yet fully left the pre-

equilibrium phase and not all arms have started chain growth. 
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Figure 2.14 Evolution of molecular weight distributions with time for the RAFT 

star-copolymerization of BMDO and MMA (conditions: [DCP]:[RA-

4]:[BMDO]:[MMA] 0.25:1:50:50 at T=100°C). Samples were taken after given 

time intervals and the molecular weight was determined by SEC in THF based on 

pMMA Mark-Houwink parameters. 

 

After this initial delay, the polymerization speeds up and proceeds even faster 

than its linear analogue, which may be explained by the overall higher initiator 

concentration in this polymerization. In terms of molecular weights, a deviation is 

observed in comparison with the linear analogue. Star polymers are associated 

with significantly smaller hydrodynamic radii when compared to their linear 

counterparts at same molecular weight. Radke et al. determined a factor of 1.42 

to apply to results obtained from linear standard calibration SEC to correct for 

these changes.28  In Figure 2.15, the evolution of Mn (for the star polymers 
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corrected by the factor of 1.42) is given for both linear and star copolymers of 

BMDO/MMA.   

 

Figure 2.15 Number average molecular weight as a function of time in the linear 

RAFT copolymerization compared to the 4-arm star synthesis. Squares mark Mn 

from the linear polymerization, triangles denote star polymers. 

 

For both polymerizations, a steady increase in molecular weight is observed with 

time, whereby the fast growth of the star RAFT polymer is observed, which is 

again easily explained by the four times higher overall trithiocarbonate 

concentration in case of the star polymerization. 

Like with the linear polymer, also here it was checked whether a polyester 

copolymer was formed via a degradation experiment. The result from such test 

(under equal conditions compared to the linear counterpart, see Figure 2.11) is 

shown in Figure 2.15. The low molecular weight peak present in all samples stems 
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from hydrolyzed BMDO. Over time, additional peaks are observed stemming from 

degradation products formed through degradation of the copolymer. 

 

Figure 2.17 Molecular weight distributions for the degradation of the RAFT-star 

copolymers of BMDO and MMA in 1 molar aqueous NaOH. 

 

At first, the degradation seems to occur faster as compared to the linear polymer, 

since a significant shift is observed after already four days, a timespan where only 

little change had been observed for the linear chains. However, since the core of 

the RAFT agent is erythritol based, also at this point ester hydrolysis may occur. 

It may thus be postulated that first the core is degraded, which is followed by 

main chain degradation. In fact, when comparing the (topology corrected) peak 

molecular weights, then a decrease from initial 10 900 g∙mol−1 to 2700 g∙mol−1 

(without star topology correction) after the fourth day is observed, which is in 

very good agreement to this hypothesis. It should hereby be noted though that 

not the erythritol core part itself must be necessarily degraded first. Due to the 
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composition drift, more BMDO will be found close to the core compared to the 

corona of the star. Thus, cleavage of the arms could also happen via BMDO-ester 

degradation close to the core. Regardless, only after longer times further 

backbone degradation is then observed and after ten days, polymer segments of 

similar size as in the linear copolymers are found. Such double-degradation 

behavior is highly interesting as it may allow for example in drug delivery 

applications to work with two individual degradation speeds and thus release 

rates. However, at this point it must be noted that the above described mechanism 

is a pure hypothesis and further experiments would be required to proof its 

validity.  
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2.4 Conclusion 

Copolymerization of a CKA, namely BMDO, with methyl methacrylate, is a viable 

pathway to obtain polymers that consist primarily of methacrylate units and thus 

resemble the physical properties of the methacrylate, but that are at the same 

time degradable via hydrolysis of main chain polyester bonds formed in radical 

ring opening polymerization steps. BMDO shows disparate copolymerization 

behavior with MMA. r1 = 0.33 ± 0.06 and r2 = 6.0 ± 0.8 have been determined 

from polymer samples taken at low BMDO conversion and a polymerization 

temperature of 110 °C via fitting of the Lewis-Mayo equation to the copolymer 

composition data. Copolymerization of the two monomers is successful also in 

RAFT polymerization employing a trithiocarbonate control agent. Preliminary 

degradation experiments show that the polymer degrades slowly, but steadily in 

aqueous 1 M NaOH dispersion and after ten days, the polymers are broken down 

to segments of roughly 1000 g∙mol−1. Similar results are obtained for four-arm 

star polymers, likewise obtained via the RAFT polymerization mechanism following 

the Z-group approach with an erythritol-based tetra-functional RAFT agent. Star 

polymerization proceeds efficiently and copolymers are readily obtained. 

Degradation proceeds on a similar time scale as for the linear copolymer 

counterparts, however, an initial fast breakdown of material is observed, which 

may be attributed to faster hydrolysis of the star core. 
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methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane and 

various vinyl monomers. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Free radical copolymerization of 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL) is 

studied in the presence of several comonomers with regards to the reactivity 

ratios. An optimized approach is developed by combining the Skeist-formula with 

online IR experiments. By using this method, it is possible to determine reactivity 

ratios for any given combination of monomers within a day. In this report this was 

shown for MPDL in combination with common monomers such as methyl 

methacrylate (MMA), butyl acrylate (BA), styrene and diethylene glycol 

monomethylether acrylate (DEGA) by comparing literature values (if present) with 

the calculated values. In all cases the values are in the following range rMPDL < 1 

< rmon leading to a mixture of homopolymers and copolymers. This research was 

taken a step further by introducing the RAFT-method in order to control the 

molecular weight and aim for optimal polymer design. Hence, copolymers of MPDL 

and styrene, MMA, BA, and N-isopropyl acrylamide (NiPAM) are successfully 

prepared showing low molecular weights in combination with decent 

polydispersities between 1 and 1.5. Further research on the BA and MPDL system 

also showed that control was maintained (and even improved) with different feed 

ratios. 
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3.2 Introduction 

In recent years, (bio)degradation of polymers is becoming increasingly popular 

owing to the development of more environmentally friendly materials but also 

thanks to major developments in the biomedical field. Especially for the latter 

case, it is off the upmost importance to be able to control the size, composition 

and architecture of polymers. Thanks to the extensive research in the field of 

controlled polymerization techniques such as RAFT1, NMP2 and ATRP3 we are 

already able to control size and architecture.  

With respect to degradability, polyesters have proven to be a suitable candidate 

with polymers such as poly(lactic acid) or polylactones. However, due to the way 

they are commonly prepared - via either polycondensation or via anionic or 

enzymatic ring-opening polymerization - it is impossible to combine these 

materials with traditional vinyl polymers like polystyrene or poly(methyl 

methacrylate). With the discovery and development of radical ring-opening 

polymerization (RROP) of cyclic ketene acetals (CKAs) in the early 1980s this was 

now possible4-7. Since its discovery, several combinations of CKAs and monomers 

have been explored but only in the last couple of years has more research started 

to focus on studying the behavior of the copolymerization.8-14 An important 

parameter for these studies are the so-called reactivity ratios defined as follows: 
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Where kp,1-1 and kp,2-2 denote the respective homopropagation rate coefficients 

and kp,1-2 and kp,2-1 denote the crosspropagation rate coefficients. In literature 

various methods can be found to determine these parameters. In essence, there 
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are two ways to evaluate the copolymerization behavior by looking at either the 

terminal end or the combination of the terminal and penultimate atom on a 

growing chain. In both cases evaluation happens on the composition of the 

feed/copolymer and the kinetics of the copolymerization.15-18 In addition, 

conversion plays an important role, whereby composition drift – the change in 

feed composition with conversion due to different reactivities of the respective 

monomers - can lead to erroneous values for reactivity ratios. While both methods 

are in theory the same, in practice the terminal model is preferred owing to the 

elaborate calculations and modelling involved in determining reactivity ratios. 

Thus, even though the penultimate model typically yield parameters with higher 

accuracy, the terminal model is much more suitable for screening different 

systems in a short amount of time. Aiming for low monomer conversions should 

make sure that the effect of composition drift is circumvented. 

Most available methods using the terminal model are derived from the Mayo-Lewis 

equation (Equation 3.1), which describes the relation between the feed 

composition f and the copolymer composition F:19 

Equation 3.1 

𝐹2 =
𝑟2𝑓2

2+𝑓2𝑓1

𝑟2𝑓2
2+2𝑓2𝑓1+𝑟1𝑓1

2  

The simplest method is a direct fit of the Mayo-Lewis equation to data obtained 

by screening mixtures of the desired monomers in different ratios and examining 

the composition of the formed copolymer with i.e. 1H-NMR or FT-IR. From the 

obtained data, the reactivity ratios can be determined by fitting the Mayo-Lewis 

equation where the ratios’s are given as fit parameters. This method was already 

explained in detail in Chapter 2.8 
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Besides, the direct fitting of the Mayo-Lewis equation the data can be rearranged 

in several ways to facilitate linearization of the Mayo-Lewis equation whereby the 

values can be determined graphically. This was first reported by Fineman and 

Ross20 who defined the parameters G and H based on the values for f and F to 

rearrange the Mayo-Lewis equation to the following form: 

Equation 3.2 

𝐺 = 𝐻𝑟1 − 𝑟2  with 𝐺 =
𝑓1(2𝐹1−1)

(1−𝑓1)𝐹1
 and 𝐻 = [

𝑓1
2(1−𝐹1)

(1−𝑓1)2𝐹1
] 

The reactivity ratios can be easily determined by plotting composition data and 

performing a linear fit. The slope of the fit will then give r1 and the intersection 

with the x-axis has the value -r2. However, Kelen and Tudos discovered that this 

model is biased towards very high and low conversions leading to erroneous 

values. The suggested an adapted version of the Fineman-Ross method by 

introducing a factor averaging the difference between the highest and lowest 

values for F. This lead to a redefined version of the Fineman-Ross equation: 

Equation 3.3 

𝜂 =  [𝑟1 +
𝑟2

𝛼
] 𝜇 −

𝑟2

𝛼
  with 𝜂 =

𝐺

𝛼+𝐻
 , 𝜇 =

𝐻

𝛼+𝐻
 and 𝛼 = √𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 

The values can be found through the slope and x-axis intersection of a linear fit 

of the modified Fineman-Ross equation. The Kelen-Tudos is by far the most 

popular method of determining reactivity ratios in the field of RROP. Several 

papers have already been published in this area with various combinations of CKAs 

and vinyl monomers.12-14, 21-26 For the majority of calculations the reactivity ratios 

for both the CKAs as well as comonomers belong to the same range with the value 
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for CKAs being below 1 while the comonomers typically give a value for r well 

above 1. 

The problem with all these methods however is that in order to calculate the 

reactivity ratios, several experiments need to be performed in parallel while 

making sure that conversion are kept low. Since the information about copolymers 

in RROP is limited studying the copolymerization behavior is always a necessity. 

It would be very beneficial if this could be performed in a limited amount of time 

which allows for easier and faster screening. In this chapter, an optimized method 

is explained and tested building on the existing Skeist equation: 

Equation 3.4 

1 −
𝑀

𝑀0
= 1 − [

𝑓1

𝑓1,0
]

𝛼

[
𝑓2

𝑓2,0
]

𝛽

[
𝑓1,0−𝛿

𝑓1−𝛿
]

𝛾

  with 𝛼 =
𝑟2

1−𝑟2
,  𝛽 =

𝑟1

1−𝑟1
,  𝛾 =

1−𝑟1𝑟2

(1−𝑟1)(1−𝑟2)
,  𝛿 =

1−𝑟2

2−𝑟1−𝑟2
 

In chapter 2, we already described the use of this method to calculate reactivity 

ratios and showed that this can be performed in a single experiment. In this 

chapter this method is further expanded to the copolymerization of the CKA 2-

methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL) with several common monomers. 

Based on this data, a first attempt is made to use RAFT polymerization to 

synthesize copolymers with defined composition and size.  
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Figure 3.1 schematic representation for the synthesis of 2-methylene-4-phenyl-

1,3-dioxolane (MPDL). 

 

 

Figure 3.2 1H-NMR spectrum for 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane both 

freshly distilled (shown in black) as well as after standing for standing for 1 week 

(shown in red) (measure in deuterated chloroform). The peaks are assigned 

according to the structures shown in the insert; MPDL in black letters and 

hydrolysis product in red letters.   
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3.3 Results and discussion 

In this chapter, the results regarding the copolymer of MPDL with various 

comonomers will be discussed starting with the synthesis of MPDL. 

3.3.1 Synthesis of 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MDPL) 

For the synthesis of MPDL, a slightly adapted literature procedure was used which 

is described in detail in paragraph 6.3.27 A scheme for the synthesis is also given 

Figure 3.1.  

Like with any CKA synthesis, it is a two-step procedure consisting of 

transacetalization followed by a dehydrohalogenation. While the transacetalization 

is straightforward, the dehydrohalogenation gives rise to some issues regarding 

degradation of the product. This can either happen by hydrolysis (as was seen 

with BMDO in Chapter 2) or by autopolymerization through the presence of 

cations. This can be prevented by adding a small amount of dry pyridine as a 

cation scavenger, though small portions of hydrolysis still occur as is shown in 

Figure 3.2. In this figure the 1H-NMR (measured in deuterated chloroform) for 

freshly distilled MPDL is compared with a sample that has been left standing for a 

week in the freezer (at -18°C). It nicely shows the presence of MPDL. In addition, 

protons B give a split up due to the position of the protons caused by a shielding 

effect of the phenyl ring. Also note that even though a small amount (5 wt%) of 

dry pyridine is added, it can be observed in the spectrum as signals between 8 

and 9 ppm.  

When the freshly distilled MPDL was left undisturbed in a regular glass vial in the 

freezer a small amount of degradation through hydrolysis is observed (red graph 

in Figure 3.2). The same mechanism is at play which was already discussed under 
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Paragraph 2.3.1. Several peaks stemming from the hydrolyzed MPDL (left 

structure in Figure 3.2) are observed. Note that protons A for the right structure 

are not shown in the figure but are observed as signal at 2.1 ppm. While it may 

concern an impurity of only a few percent it can have a significant influence on 

the kinetics of the polymerization and therefore MPDL was distilled prior to use. 

3.3.2 Copolymer evaluation of MPDL and selected comonomers 

under free-radical conditions 

As already mentioned in the introduction, MPDL has only recently become more 

attractive as a CKA for the synthesis of degradable polymers but detailed studies 

in the copolymerization behavior under free-radical conditions are lacking. The 

aim is to screen several monomers from different classes to get an idea of which 

class would be compatible and suitable for further application. In this thesis it was 

already shown that using online IR measurements and the Mayo-Lewis equation 

one could construct the f vs. F plot and calculate the reactivity ratios. However, 

this method requires separate experiments for each composition and conversion 

needs to be kept low systematically. A better and more efficient alternative can 

be found in the Skeist-equation which is an integrated from of the Mayo_lewis 

equation. It was already shown in Paragraph 2.3 that both methods gave 

comparable values for the reactivity ratios that fit in the expected range (rmon < 1 

< rCKA). An advantage of using the Skeist equation is the ability to perform the 

necessary reaction in a single experiment, significantly reducing the effort.  

As mentioned before, the idea is to use this method for screening different 

monomer (classes). Therefore, five monomers were selected based on availability, 

popularity in RROP research and on the known literature on reactivity ratios in 

RROP. Based on these criteria, methyl methacrylate (MMA), methyl acrylate (MA), 
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n-butyl acrylate (BA) diethylene glycol ethylether acrylate (DEGA) and styrene 

were selected.  

In order to perform the experiment, a more optimized procedure was applied as 

was described under Paragraph 2.3.2. Rather than mixing all components prior to 

degassing, here only the two monomers were mixed with a small amount of 

toluene. The initiator was dissolved in toluene in a separate vial. Both mixtures 

were degassed separately. First the monomer mixture was transferred to the 

reaction flask. The mixture was left to heat-up to reaction temperature T=100°C 

and was left to stir until a stable IR-signal was observed which was in practice 

around 15 minutes. The reaction is started by adding the initiator mixture to the 

reaction flask. Several IR-spectra were recorded after different time-steps, which 

are combined in Figure 3.3. 

This graph shows a representative result for the copolymerization of MPDL and 

MMA with a molar feed ratio of 1:1. Only the section between 1700 and 1620 cm-

1 is given, showing the signals for the stretch vibration for carbon-carbon double 

bonds for MPDL (left) and MMA (right). The signal for the stretch vibration of other 

vinylic monomers is typically located at the same wavenumber as MMA. For both 

MPDL and MMA a decline in peak height is observed over time. After 365 minutes 

almost of all MMA appears to be consumed while MPDL is still present. This 

behavior matches the behavior observed in Paragraph 2.3.2 for BMDO and MMA. 

This already gives an indication that the reactivity ratios are possibly on the 

expected range. 
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Figure 3.3 overlay of time resolved IR-spectra for the copolymerization of MPDL 

and MMA ranging from 1 minute to 365 minutes reaction time. The different 

vibrations are given in the graph. 

By using the peak area as a measure for the conversion, the concentration for 

each monomer can be calculated individually for each point in time. Dividing the 

concentration of MPDL by the concentration of MMA and plotting it against the 

reaction time gives an indication of the more reactive monomer. This result is 

shown in Figure 3.4.  

In case of an equal reactivity, the concentration remains constant with a value of 

1 in case of a 1:1 molar feed ratio. Any deviation from this behavior indicates a 

superior reactivity for one of the monomers. This is exactly the behavior as 

observed in Figure 3.4. Herein, for the all aforementioned monomers the time 

resolved change in concentration ratio is shown and for all monomers an increase 
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is observed. Meaning that for all cases more monomer is consumed w.r.t. MPDL 

which in turn means that a higher reactivity for these monomers is to be expected. 

An interesting observation is that this effect appears to be more pronounced for 

certain monomers than for others. The smallest increase is observed for BA while 

MMA seems to have the highest increase 

 

Figure 3.4 overlay for the change in the ratio of MPDL over the concentration for 

different monomers. These results are obtained from the IR spectra as shown in 

Figure 3.3 by integration of the shown peaks. 

To calculate the composition at any given moment, the amount of MPDL is divided 

by the total amount of monomer at each specific moment. This data is then plotted 

against the total monomer conversion to construct the Skeist-plot as shown in 

Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 overlay for the monomer fraction in the feed (fmonomer) versus the total 

monomer conversion (xcomonomer) indicated by the square dots. The solid lines 

represent the fit for the Skeist equation (Equation 3.4) for the respective 

monomers. The calculated reactivity ratios (r) are given in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 summary of the results for the determination of reactivity ratios for 

MPDL and various comonomers. The copolymer composition (Fmon) was 

determined using 1H-NMR in CDCl3. The comonomer conversion (xcomon) was 

determined by IR and were calculated after 8 hours reaction time. The values for 

the reactivity ratios r were calculated by fitting the Skeist equation (Equation 3.4) 

to the data in Figure 3.5.  

CKA monomer fmon Fmon Xcomon rMPDL rmon 

MPDL Styrene 0,5 0,951 0,99 0,54 ± 0,12 3,31 ± 0,79 

MPDL MMA 0,5 0,772 0,81 0,59 ± 0,13 2,78 ± 0,68 

MPDL MA 0,5 0,785 0,87 0,65 ± 0,14 2,96 ± 0,71 

MPDL DEGA 0,5 0,898 0,82 1,31 ± 0,29 4,13 ± 0,99 

MPDL BA 0,5 0,815 0,79 0,89 ± 0,20 2,89 ± 0,69 
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This graph shows the dependence of the total monomer conversion (xcomonomer) on 

the fraction of specified monomer (fcomonomer) for styrene (red squares), MMA 

(black squares), BA (green squares), DEGA (light blue squares) and MA (dark blue 

squares). It nicely shows different behavior in regards to the copolymerization 

with MPDL of the different monomers. In the ideal case, where the reactivity ratios 

both have a value of 1, the ratio would have a constant value. However, any 

deviation would show as a curvature towards the side of the more reactive 

monomer. For all the monomers shown in Figure 3.5 the composition of the 

monomer is decreasing with increasing conversion. This confirms the already 

observed behavior that more monomer is consumed then MPDL, leading to the 

expectation that the reactivity ratios for all monomers will be higher than that of 

MPDL. Based on this data, the Skeist-equation is fitted (solid lines in Figure 3.5) 

whereby the reactivity ratios can be derived. These values are tabulated in Table 

3.1. Besides the reactivity ratios, this table also shows the copolymer composition 

(Fmon) calculated by 1H-NMR (in CDCl3) and monomer conversion (xmon) 

determined by IR. Please note that, due to the high monomer conversion, the 

reported copolymer compositions are cumulative. The starting point for all 

reactions was always a feed ratio of 1:1 for MPDL w.r.t. the specified monomer 

and all reactions were terminated after 8 hours. 

Looking at the copolymer composition after 8 hours, there’s significant difference 

among the selected monomers. In the case of styrene, a copolymer composition 

of 0.95 is reached while in the case of MA the copolymer only contains 0.75 of 

MA. Another interesting observation is that already after 8 hours most monomers 

have already been consumed for 80% or more with the extreme again being 

styrene with close to 100% of conversion. These values combined again indicate 
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a significant difference in reactivity for MPDL and comonomers. The calculated 

values for reactivity ratios confirm this indication as in all cases (with the exception 

of DEGA) the values for rMPDL are smaller than 1 while for rmon the values exceed 

1 by a significant amount. In the case of MA, BA, MMA and styrene this leads to a 

mixture of homopolymers and copolymers with random structure due to the 

increased consumption monomer of the respective in the initial minutes of the 

polymerization, moreover the bigger the difference in r, the greater the fraction 

of homopolymer in the mixture.  

This however does not directly apply to DEGA which is somewhat of an outlier for 

the aforementioned trend where rMPDL is above 1 and the value for rDEGA is above 

4. While there is no direct explanation on hand it might have something to do with 

the polarity of DEGA and its polymer in comparison with the other monomers. The 

polymer of DEGA shows significantly higher hydrophilic behavior than all other 

polymers in this study. This can slightly reduce the solubility of the polymer in 

apolar solvents such as anisole in this case and it also is capable of repelling the 

more hydrophobic MPDL leading to a change in reactivity where DEGA is more 

prone to reacting with itself and MPDL also preferring to react with itself. This 

leads to a random copolymer with alternating longer segments of DEGA and 

shorter segments of MPDL. A repeat of this experiment gave similar results though 

the reactivity for MPDL was closer to 1 (r=1.11).  

In conclusion, a novel fast method was introduced to calculate reactivity ratios for 

different comonomer systems. The results show that these values are in 

accordance with earlier mentioned ratios for BMDO/MMA in this thesis and with 

values found in literature. The follow-up will mainly focus on exploring the limits 
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of this method and ideally to set-up a database for reactivity ratios for all most-

used CKA/monomer systems. 

3.3.3 Exploring the RAFT-copolymerization of MPDL and several 

comonomers 

The next step to exploring the possibilities of MPDL is to test the compatibility with 

polymerization under RAFT conditions. It was already shown in this thesis that 

RAFT can be helpful to control the molecular weight of copolymers of BMDO and 

MMA. A similar study on the (co)polymerization of MPDL was not yet reported in 

literature. However, by the group of J. Nicolas et al. the successful synthesis of 

different copolymers of MPDL and various monomers with defined molecular 

weight and composition was shown by using nitroxide mediated polymerization 

(NMP).27-31 The choice of using RAFT instead of ATRP or NMP is that it is fairly 

straightforward to implement to an already existing procedure for free radical 

polymerization without the need for an elaborate optimization. Simply adding a 

suitable RAFT-agent and reducing the amount of initiator should be sufficient.  

To show this easy implementation, the conditions from Paragraph 3.2.2 were 

directly used. Practically this means that MPDL was reacted at T=100°C with MMA, 

styrene, BA and NiPAM in the presence of the RAFT-agent RA-1 (synthesis in 

paragraph 6.2) and dicumyl peroxide in the following molar ratios; MPDL:Mon:RA-

1:DCP, 25:25:1:0.1. A small amount (20 vol%) of toluene is added to avoid high 

viscosities. In Table 3.2 the copolymer composition, apparent molecular weights 

(Mn and Mw based on PS standards) and polydispersities are given.  

According to the calculated values for the reactivity ratios, the resulting polymer 

should contain an increased amount of comonomer w.r.t MPDL. This trend is 
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reflected in the values for Fmon as calculated by 1H-NMR (in CDCl3). With the 

exception of styrene, all values are in a similar range as the values for free-radical 

polymerization.  

Table 3.2 summary of result for the copolymerization of MPDL and different 

comonomers under RAFT-conditions; MPDL:Mon:RAFT:DCP 25:25:1:0.1. The 

copolymer composition (Fmon) was determined by 1H-NMR in CDCl3 and the Mn, Mw 

and Ð were determined by GPC in THF (apparent values based on PS standards) 

CKA monomer fmon Fmon 

Mn /103 

g·mol-1 

MW /103 

g·mol-1 
Ð 

MPDL BA 0,5 0,79 2.92 4.33 1.48 

MPDL MMA 0,5 0,84 3.37 5.76 1.71 

MPDL styrene 0,5 0,78 2.26 2.72 1.20 

A significant deviation with styrene is observed in comparison to the data reported 

in Table 3.1 (Fmon = 0.95 in table 3.1 w.r.t Fmon = 0.78 in table 3.2). The value in 

table 3.1 is considered too high to be valid. 

A good indication for controlled behavior is the polydispersity (Ð), which typically 

has a value in the range 1 ≤ Ð ≤ 1.5 for controlled polymerization techniques. 

Although the values for MMA and NiPAM exceed this range, controlled behavior 

might still be at play. 

In order to further proof the controlled behavior, the combination of BA and MPDL 

was further explored by looking at the effect of different feed ratios on the 

molecular weight of polymer. This result is given in Table 3.3.  

We have already seen that in the case of BMDO and MMA (Paragraph 2.3.3) 

increasing amounts of MMA in the feed give polymers with a higher molecular 

weight. This was ascribed to the very different kinetics of the two monomers with 
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MMA being much faster the BMDO. A similar trend is expected for MPDL and BA 

as well. Looking at the data in Table 3.3, it is immediately obvious that this trend 

is indeed present with the molecular weight increasing going from 25 to 100% of 

BA in the feed. 

Table 3.3 overview of results for the RAFT copolymerization of MPDL and BA 

under different feed compositions. The copolymer composition was determined by 

1H-NMR in CDCl3 and the Mn, Mw and Ð were determined by GPC in THF. 

fBA FBA Mn / 103 g·mol-1 MW /·103 g·mol-1 Ð 

0 0 3,84 6,56 1,71 

0,25 0,60 2,09 3,36 1,60 

0,5 0,79 2,93 4,33 1,48 

0,75 0,94 3,99 5,38 1,35 

1 1 6,08 7,34 1,21 

 

Figure 3.6 Full GPC trace for poly(phenyl butyrolactone) with DPn,theo = 50. 
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Another interesting factor is the decrease in polydispersity in the same range due 

to the fact the trithiocarbonate RAFT-agent is highly compatible with BA. This 

means that the more BA present the bigger the contribution of BA to the RAFT-

equilibrium. While it is not said that the polymerization of MPDL is uncontrolled, 

one must note that a large amount of low molecular weight sideproducts occurred 

during the RAFT-homopolymerization of MPDL (as seen in Figure 3.6). Since these 

sideproducts are not as pronounced in the copolymerization of MPDL with BA, it is 

thought BA assists in suppressing the side reactions and improving control greatly.  

Another way to show this controlled behavior is to check whether polymers with 

different degrees of polymerization (DP) can be achieved. For MPDL and BA, with 

a starting feed ratio of 1:1, polymers with a theoretical DP of 10, 20, 50, 100 and 

200 were prepared. An overlay for the molecular weight distribution (MWD) for 

these polymers is shown in Figure 3.7. 

This overlay shows a nice shift to higher molecular weight with increasing degree 

of polymerization. Please note that at lower DP the GPC chromatogram is cut-off 

due to an overlap with residual monomer and a small amount of hydrolyzed MPDL. 

To prove that BA was actually assisting in controlling the polymerization, the same 

test was performed on MPDL homopolymerization, which showed no shift in 

molecular weight upon increasing the degree of polymerization. This further 

proves that MPDL by itself has limited compatibility with RA-1 RAFT-agent while 

adding BA drastically improves the control over polymerization. Overall, we’ve 

shown that RAFT is a suitable method to produce copolymers with defined 

molecular weight and composition consisting of MPDL and several comonomers. 
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Figure 3.7 Evolution of molecular weight distributions with theoretical degree of 

polymerization (DP) for a RAFT copolymerization of MPDL and BA. The degree of 

polymerization was predetermined by changing the concentration of RAFT-agent 

and DCP w.r.t. the monomer concentration (which was kept constant). All 

reactions were polymerized at T=100°C for 24 hours. The molecular weights were 

determined by GPC in THF. 
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3.4 Conclusion and outlook 

In this chapter, an optimized method was introduced to calculate reactivity ratios 

for basically any system by using a combination of online IR-measurements with 

the Skeist-method. This was given by the successful calculations of the reactivity 

ratios for MPDL and several common comonomers which proved to be nicely in 

range of what was already reported or expected.  

Based on these results, a first attempt was made to introduce RAFT as a method 

for the controlled synthesis of polymers with defined molecular weights and 

composition. Several monomers were tested and the case of BA with MPDL was 

analyzed in more detail, proving the controlled behavior during the 

copolymerization by showing that polymers with different DP can be prepared. 

While some optimization is still necessary, especially in the area of reproducibility, 

this versatile fast model can be easily implemented into an existing system. 

Further research should focus on setting-up a library/database for different 

combinations of CKAs and monomers. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Two approaches for the synthesis of functionalized degradable polyesters were 

tested. In the first approach, the copolymerization of 2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane 

(MDO) and propargyl acrylate (trimethylsilyl (TMS) protected) (PATMS) was 

tested. To prevent any reaction on the alkyne-group, a TMS protecting group was 

added prior to polymerization. The copolymerization behavior was studied using 

the online-IR method as described in Chapter 3 leading to the reactivity ratios 

rPATMS= 1,112 ± 0,01 and rMDO = 0,357 ± 0,004. Based on these results, 

copolymers of MDO and PATMS with different compositions were prepared. The 

successful deprotection of the alkyne groups by tetrabutyl ammonium fluoride 

(TBAF) was confirmed by 1H-NMR. These copolymers were subsequently 

functionalized by 1-azido-2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethane (DEGAzide) using the 

copper catalyzed 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition (CuAAC). The completion of this 

reaction was evidenced by ATR-IR showing no alkyne or azide related signals and 

showing the presence of signals related to the triazole formation. In a second 

approach, a novel way of employing alkyne functionalized CKAs for the 

preparation of functionalized degradable polymers was researched. To that extent, 

this alkyne containing CKA had to be designed from scratch. A four-step synthesis 

pathway was employed to synthesize this CKA. The last step 

(dehydrohalogenation) probed problematic by the formation of numerous side-

products. In addition, purification lead to degradation of the product through 

hydrolysis leading to more loss of product. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Polymer drug delivery is one of the hot topics of science nowadays with new 

papers in this area being published every day1. As the name already suggests, the 

idea is to deliver the medication to specific parts of the body where treatment is 

requirement. Using drug delivery, the efficiency of medicine can be greatly 

improved due to the lower amounts of required medication. In addition, the side-

effects are also reduced owing to the drug only being present where it needs to 

be. There are numerous different ways to prepare materials for drug delivery 

purposes involving i.e. the synthesis of amphiphilic polymers for micelle 

formation2-4 or the use of biodegradable polymers for nanoparticles synthesis5-6. 

The latter will be the focus in this chapter.  

In order to use biodegradable polymers for drug delivery, simply using the bare 

polymer will not work as they are not accepted into the various biochemical 

pathways. To facilitate the recognition of the polymer particles into the 

biochemical systems the bare polymers must undergo post-functionalization. A 

common way to do this is to use click-chemistry. Introduced and developed by 

Sharpless, click-chemistry has become an important tool for polymer 

functionization7. The concept consists of several chemical reactions with 

straightforward reaction conditions reaching full conversion within a reasonable 

time without the formation of side products. Common reactions include the 

traditional copper catalyzed azide-alkyne reaction (CuAAC)8-9 or the more recent 

thiol-ene10 and thiol-yne11-12 reactions. A schematic overview of both reactions is 

given in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the copper catalyzed azide alkyne 1,3-

dipolar cycloaddition (CuAAC) and the thiol-ene and thiol-yne click reactions. 

The combination of click-chemistry and radical ring-opening polymerization 

(RROP) has already been explored in literature13-16. Herein, the combination of 

MDO with propargyl acrylate is explored towards the preparation of functional 

materials for self-assembly towards micelle formation. It was shown that this 

combination follows known behavior, whereby the reactivity ratio for the acrylate 

is greater than 1 and the reactivity ratio for MDO is smaller than 1 (as discussed 

in Chapter 3). While no values for the reactivity ratios were given, this behavior 

was observed by analyzing the polymers. Simple CuAAC reactions were performed 

on these polymers with polyethyleneglycol (PEG) containing azide to yield PEG 

functionalized polymers which in turn show hydrophilic properties. This work forms 

the basis of research performed in this chapter. 

In extension of the published work, a detailed study on the copolymerization of 

MDO and trimethylsilyl (TMS)-protected propargyl acrylate (PATMS) is performed. 

The protecting agent (TMS) was added to the alkyne to prevent unwanted side 

reactions at the C≡H terminus. After polymerization, the TMS-group can be 
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cleaved in order to obtain alkyne functionalized degradable copolymers. The idea 

is to explore different azide containing molecules to prepare for future applications 

in nanoparticle synthesis and drug delivery. 

Aside from this approach, a novel method will be explored for the first time where 

the alkyne is introduced on a CKA rather than on the acrylate. This kind of study 

has not yet been performed and allows for the copolymerization of such CKA with 

any comonomer of choice. The introduction of the alkyne can happen by 

introducing said group on the diol in CKA formation (Paragraph 1.6.1). The 

synthesis pathway will be discussed as well as a preliminary study on the 

copolymerization with butyl acrylate. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

Two approaches towards degradable polymers with clickable groups in the main 

chain were tested. In the first approach, the copolymerization of MDO with 

propargyl acrylate was tested. A second approach is based on a novel way of using 

an alkyne containing CKA in the copolymerization of MDO.  

4.3.1 Click conjugation of poly(propargyl acrylate) 

To prepare the polymers, the procedure as published by Agarwal et al. was slightly 

adapted whereby the standard two-step procedure involving a transacetalization 

and a dehydrohalogenation is used (details can be found in Paragraph 6.4). Based 

on previous results in this work, a different initiator was selected in dicumyl 

peroxide (DCP) in combination with a higher polymerization temperature 

(T=100°C).  

Prior to the synthesis of different copolymers, a study on the copolymerization 

behavior was performed whereby the reactivity ratios are calculated. In a 

comparative study as mentioned under Paragraph 3.2.2, the change in 

composition was mapped with increasing conversion. A typical plot can be found 

in Figure 4.2. which shows the change in conversion of PATMS upon increasing 

the fraction of PATMS in the feed. The observed trend is in line with results found 

in earlier studies where the conversion increases at lower feed ratios of PATMS. 

This behavior already suggests that the reactivity ratios for PATMS will have a 

value greater than 1,0 while the value for MDO will probably lie below 1,0. To that 

extent, a fit for the Skeist equation was made to the data leading to values for 

the reactivity ratios rPropAcr
 = 1,112 ± 0,27 and rMDO = 0,357 ± 0,09. 
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Figure 4.2 Evolution of conversion with the fraction of propargyl acrylate in the 

copolymerization with MDO. The fit for the Skeist equation (equation 3.4) is given 

as the solid line resulting in the reactivity rPropAcr
 = 1,112 ± 0,27 and rMDO = 0,357 

± 0,09. 

In comparison to values from previous studies, the value for MDO is in line with 

those results while on the other hand the value for PATMS is closer to 1,0.  This 

means that the formed polymer is likely to contain more MDO with respect to 

other similar comonomer systems. 

With this in mind, copolymers with varying amounts of MDO and PATMS were 

prepared. The copolymer composition was determined by using 1H-NMR and the 

molecular weight was analyzed using THF-GPC. A summary of these results is 

given in Table 4.1 
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Table 4.1 Result for the copolymerization of MDO and PATMS with varying feed 

ratios (f). The copolymer composition (F) was determined by 1H-NMR in CDCl3 and 

the molecular weight data was obtained through GPC measurements in THF. 

fMDO fPATMS FMDO FPATMS 

Mn /104 

g·mol-1 

MW /105 

g·mol-1 

Ð 

0,25 0,75 0,15 0,85 2,38 1,00  4,19 

0,5 0,5 0,46 0,54 3,67 0,95 2,59 

0,75 0,25 0,54 0,46 2,44 2,41 9,86 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Comparison of the 1H-NMR of poly(CL-r-PropAcr) with a copolymer 

composition of 85/15 PA/MDO both before (black graph) and after deprotection 

(red graph) (measured in CDCl3). All relevant peaks are assigned according to the 

colored labels shown in both given structures. 
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The data in Table 4.1 shows that the copolymers indeed show increased amounts 

of build-in PATMS in comparison to the feed. For the molecular weights, the Mn 

values for all copolymers are in the same range. However, the Mw shows a decent 

increase going from 1·105 g·mol-1 at 85% PATMS to 2,5·105 g·mol-1 at 46% PATMS. 

Consequently, an increase in dispersity was also observed. These values are of 

course inherent to the free radical process and -  although not as pronounced – 

the effect of increasing Mw with at lower CKA content was also observed in the 

case of BMDO and MMA as described under Paragraph 2.2.2. Therefore, these 

polymers are suitable for further modification. To that extent, the copolymers first 

have to undergo deprotection reaction in order to remove the TMS protecting 

group. This is done by using a common procedure from literature involving 

tetrabutylammonium fluoride (TBAF).17 To confirm the successful deprotection the 

polymers were analyzed by 1H-NMR in CDCl3, both before and after deprotection. 

A typical result is shown in Figure 4.3 which shows an overlay for the 1H-NMR for 

poly(PA-r-Cl) before (black graph) and after deprotection (red graph). A clear 

decrease in the signal at 0,1 ppm (blue dot) corresponding to the methyl groups 

from the TMS protecting group is observed. Simultaneously, a new signal is 

observed at 2,5 ppm (green dot) corresponding to the C-H proton at the newly 

formed (deprotected) alkyne. This proves the successful deprotection of the 

PATMS to form deprotected propargyl acrylate (PA).  

The final step towards a functionalized polymer is to attempt the attachment of 

an azide functionalized diethyleneglycol monomethylether (DEGAzide). This was 

done by using the CuAAC reaction with conditions as described by Vandenbergh 

et al.18 To confirm the successful attachment of DEGAzide to the polymer 

backbone, attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy was used. 
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Due to the low solubility in various organic solvents and the high molecular weight 

no GPC or 1H-NMR in the liquid state could be recorded. Figure 4.4 shows an 

overlay for the ATR-IR spectrum for both DEGAzide as well as poly(PA-r-CL) 

containing 75% PA. 

 

Figure 4.4 Overlay for the IR-spectrum of diethylene glycol monomethyl ether 

azide (DEGazide) and poly(Propagryl acrylate-r-caprolactone) with a copolymer 

composition of 85/15 of PA/CL. 

An important signal to check for first is the presence of residual alkyne or azide in 

the copolymer spectrum. Specific signals for the stretch vibrations for alkyne can 

be found around 3300 cm-1 while the azide signal can be found at 2100 cm-1 (as 

observed in the red DEGAzide spectrum). Neither of the two signals are present 

in copolymer spectrum. To check whether the click reaction was successful, the 
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signals for the triazole need to be present. They should appear around the same 

position as the azide signal. Looking at the copolymer spectrum, two small broad 

bands can be seen around the azide location (as given by the black circle in Figure 

4.4), thus hinting towards a successful click-reaction.  

To confirm the successful click-reaction, independent analyses need to be 

performed. To this extent, GPC and 1H-NMR were opted first. However, dissolving 

the copolymers in appropriate solvents proved to be troublesome resulting in bad 

spectra/chromatograms in both cases. Most likely this is caused by the 

dramatically increased molecular weight and the polarity-change due to 

attachment of the DEGA molecules. One solution might be to perform solid state 

NMR to circumvent the use of solvents. A different approach might be to aim for 

lower molecular weight copolymers. Since this is not possible with free radical 

polymerization, controlled radical polymerization techniques can be used. 

However, due to time constraints this was not performed during the work for this 

thesis. 

In conclusion, the synthesis of copolymers of MDO and PA with varying amounts 

of both monomers was successful. Copolymerization parameters were determined 

using the Skeist method and found be rPropAcr
 = 1,112 ± 0,27 and rMDO = 0,357 ± 

0,09. Successful coupling of DEGAzide to the polymer backbone through the 

CuAAC reaction is given, though data from other independent measurements is 

necessary to confirm this. 

4.3.2 Synthesis of alkyne functionalized cyclic ketene acetal 

Rather than copolymerizing with functionalized acrylates, which is typically the 

way to go due to the abundance of these acrylates, one can also go for 
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functionalized CKAs instead. While a lot of different CKAs have been synthesized 

through the years, no record of alkyne or azide functionalized CKAs could be 

found. Synthesis of CKAs is very straightforward and always a transacetalization 

of a diol and with a halogen functionalized acetal. Introduction of the desired 

functionality should be feasible by incorporating it in the diol. For the case of an 

alkyne this is done through a three step procedure which is shown in Figure 4.5. 

In the first step, solketal is reacted with propargyl bromide in the presence of 

sodium hydride according a literature procedure.19 Work-up was easily done by 

vacuum distillation to give product (1) in 78% yield.  

 

Figure 4.5 Schematic overview of the synthesis pathway towards alkyne 

functionalized diol (3). 

The second step involves the protection of the alkyne and is key in order for the 

diol to withstand the treatments in the CKA synthesis. A slightly adapted literature 

procedure whereby TMS chloride was reacted with (1) in the presence of 1,8-

Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU) and silver chloride20. Also here, a simple 

vacuum distillation was enough to obtain pure product (2) in a yield of 65%. The 

final step is the acid catalyzed deprotection of the acetal to obtain the alkyne 

functionalized diol (3). This procedure was slightly adapted from literature 

whereby (2) was dissolved in methanol and Dowex 50 Ion-exchange resin was 

added. The progress of the reaction was followed by thin layer chromatography 

(TLC) until completion. After filtration, the alkyne functionalized diol (3) was 
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already pure with yield of 95+%. This product was readily used for the preparation 

of a functionalized CKA through the standard procedure (see Paragraphs 1.6.1 

and 6.4) as given in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6 Schematic overview for the synthetic pathway towards alkyne 

functionalized cyclic ketene acetal (5). 

In the transacetalization, the functionalized diol (4) is reacted with 

chloroacetaldehyde dimethyleacetal in the presence of a small amount of Dowex 

50 Ion-exchange resin. During the course of the reaction, methanol is removed in 

order to increase conversion to the 1,3-dioxolane formation. A mixture of isomers 

and enantiomers was obtained through vacuum distillation in 80% yield. In the 

final step, a dehydrohalogenation was performed using potassium tertiary-

butoxide (KOtBu) as a base at elevated temperatures. In contrary to all other 

steps, the resulting product showed some major impurities and side-products 

impossible to separate through distillation. Even after several distillations, the 

desired product could still not be identified. Moreover, the material started to show 

signs of hydrolysis. Purification via other means such as column chromatography 

proved unsuccessful whereas the material degrades on the column. 

In conclusion, the synthesis of alkyne functionalized 1,3-dioxolane CKA is in 

theory feasible, however in practice the critical dehydrohalogenation gave major 
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issues in side product formation and work-up proved problematic due to hydrolysis 

of the material.  

One problem with the traditional dehydrohalogenation is the need for elevated 

temperatures. With sensitive materials, such as CKAs, this can lead to a range of 

different side reactions and even autopolymerization lowering the yield of the 

reaction. Recently, a new method of performing the dehydrohalogenation was 

developed by the group of Nicholas and coworkers where the reaction was 

performed at T=0°C in a solid state reaction.21 Herein, a phase transfer catalyst 

(Aliquat® 336) was used to facilitate the reaction between the solid KOtBu and 

the liquid halo-1,3-dioxolane. They showed that the amount of side products for 

MPDL could be limited and the yields could be improved, especially if the chlorine 

was switched for a bromine or even iodine.  

This method might be the solution for the issues as posted here concerning the 

synthesis of the alkyne functionalized 1,3-dioxolane. Further research must 

therefore be performed to test this new method. When successful, this newly 

synthesized CKA should open paths to new functionalized degradable polymers.  

4.4 Conclusion and outlook 

In summary, the synthesis of copolymers with different ratios of PATMS and MDO 

is shown. Analysis of the copolymerization behavior lead to values for the 

reactivity ratios rPropAcr
 = 1,112 ± 0,27 and rMDO = 0,357 ± 0,09. Deprotection of 

the alkyne was successful as shown by 1H-NMR. Subsequent coupling of DEGAzide 

to the polymer by CuAAC click reaction was given by ATR-IR. Due to the limited 

solubility of the polymers, no other measurements could be performed to confirm 

the ATR-IR result. 
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The synthesis of alkyne functionalized CKA was unsuccessful due to the numerous 

side-products formed during the dehydrohalogenation step. Purification of the 

material did not result in pure material due to hydrolysis during the purification.  

In conclusion, these results show that it is possible to prepare functionalizable 

degradable polymers via the copolymerization of MDO and propargyl acrylate. In 

further research these copolymers can be used to synthesize nanoparticles with 

clickable pendant groups which enables functionalization with any desired 

structure as long as it contains an azide. 

As far as the clickable CKA route is concerned, more research needs to focus on 

optimizing the synthesis procedure with focus on the dehydrohalogenation. The 

aforementioned method of performing this reaction at low temperatures should 

benefit the formation of the CKA. This requires, however, a slight adaptation of 

the synthesis procedure by switching the halogen from chlorine to bromine or 

possibly even iodine. 
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5.1 Abstract 

An attempt was done to synthesize degradable nanoparticles in one pot by using 

a combination of miniemulsion with RROP. Therefore, a mixture of monomers, 

solvent, initiator and stabilizer was mixed with a water/SDS (sodium dodecyl 

sulfate) solution. After ultrasonication the monomer inside the nanodroplets were 

polymerized at T=90°C leading to nanoparticles. This effort proved, however, to 

be unsuccessful mainly due to degradation of the CKA through hydrolysis. 

Therefore, the method was changed to using preformed polymers with defined 

composition.  The preparation of nanoparticles by using premade p(phenyl 

butyrolactone(PBL)-r-MMA) as well as p(PBL-r-Styrene) in miniemulsion was 

studied in combination with solvent evaporation. Herein, the premade polymer 

was first dissolved in a suitable solvent prior to mixing with a water/surfactant 

solution. After ultrasonication, the solvent was carefully evaporated under stirring 

to induce precipitation of the polymers leading to polymer nanoparticles. These 

particles have a size range of 80 to 120 nm and zeta-potential (ζ) in the range of 

-50 mV. Imaging techniques such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) as well as 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) showed uniform particles for both 

polymers. 
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5.2 Introduction 

The use of synthetic polymers in the biomedical world has become increasingly 

popular in the years, mainly due to their high mechanical strength and relatively 

low production cost. However, not all polymer classes are applicable for biomedical 

applications since they have to be biocompatible, biodegradable and non-

cytotoxic. Polyesters are the most pronounced candidates for the creation of 

bioapplications due to their hydrolytically cleavable ester bonds in the backbone. 

Certain polyesters such as poly(L-lactide)1, poly(hydroxybutyrate)2 and poly(ε-

caprolactone)3 have already been successfully employed in tissue engineering, 

drug delivery and for implants. However, the synthesis of these materials is not 

straightforward, as high temperatures and removal of condensates are required 

to reach high molecular weights. In that sense, radical polymerization is much 

more suitable, while it can be performed under mild conditions.  

While the synthesis of polyesters using radical polymerization was already 

described back in 19794, it remained largely unused for some time since its 

discovery. Through this technique, linear polyesters are created by exposing cyclic 

ketene acetals (CKAs) to a radical source. Under influence of the radicals the CKAs 

undergo a ring-opening reaction to form a linear ester. While the linear polyester 

is usually the main product, CKAs can also undergo regular vinyl addition. In 

practice this means that a linear polyester is formed with a small fraction of un-

ring-opened segments. 

With the current drive towards the synthesis of environmentally friendly and 

tailor-made materials, interest in radical ring-opening polymerization (RROP) of 

CKAs was renewed. This is also related to the development of controlled radical 

polymerization techniques such as ATRP5-6 and RAFT7-8  and ‘click chemistry’9-10. 
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Radical ring-opening polymerization also provides the opportunity to incorporate 

ester-bonds into the backbone of the classic vinyl polymers such as polystyrene 

and poly(methyl methacrylate) via copolymerization of CKAs with the respective 

vinyl monomers. 

This can be highly beneficial, while it combines the inherent strength and stability 

of classical vinyl polymers with the degradability of polyesters. While in theory a 

lot of CKAs are accessible, only a handful of CKAs have proven to be suitable for 

(co)polymer synthesis of which 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL)11-20, 

2-methylene-5,6-benzo-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO)15-17, 21-42 and 2-methylene-1,3-

dioxepane (MDO)15, 17, 43-72 are the most used ones. Early work by Bailey et al. 

already showed that MPDL was much more suitable in copolymerization with 

styrene then MDO or BMDO.11, 21, 73 In more recent work by Agarwal the 

combination of MDO with methyl methacrylate was explored and work by d’Ayala 

and coworkers showed the possibility to copolymerize BMDO with vinyl acetate.39, 

74 As was described in Chapter 2, the combination of BMDO and methyl 

methacrylate was explored.40 Using online IR measurements during the 

copolymerization, we observed that both monomers are consumed simultaneously 

but at the different rates. By fitting the Mayo-Lewis equation to the compositional 

data, the following reactivity ratios were obtained: rBMDO= 0.33 ± 0.06 and rMMA = 

6.0 ± 0.8. A simple degradation test was performed on these materials by 

exposing them to 1M sodium hydroxide solution. This showed a clear shift of the 

GPC trace to lower molecular weight, meaning that the materials can be 

considered degradable. These characteristics make this material especially 

suitable for use in the biomedical field, due to the degradability of the ester-bonds 

and the mechanical strength of the methyl methacrylate. With the current 
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research in the polymer/biomedical field mainly focused on drug delivery 

applications, one could immediately see the potential of these materials in this 

field. Some notable work has already been performed on the use of CKAs in drug 

delivery applications. Work by Agarwal and coworkers showed for the first time 

the use of the combination of RROP and radical polymerization to synthesize 

particles as possible drug carriers.37, 58 In their reports, they used MDO in 

conjunction with functionalized acrylates to create amphiphilic copolymers, which 

were subsequently employed for the creation of micelles. Due to the build-in 

functionality, the micelles were allowed to crosslink in the presence of the 

anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX). Hydrolytic as well as enzymatic degradation 

of the crosslinked micelles lead to controlled release of the DOX. A drawback of 

this method however is that several synthesis and purification steps have to be 

implemented in order to prepare the loaded micelles.   

This can be circumvented by introducing the miniemulsion technique. This 

versatile technique allows for the preparation of nanoparticles/droplets with 

defined size and morphology for a whole range of different materials in a small 

amount of time.75-77 Herein, two different approaches were opted: miniemulsion 

and postpolymerization as well as a combination of miniemulsion and solvent 

evaporation. In the first method, all components for the (co)polymerization are 

premixed and emulsified using an ultrasonication probe. Subsequent 

polymerization leads to polymer nanoparticles. In the latter approach, the 

hydrophobic polymers are dissolved in chloroform and mixed with a SDS solution 

in water to create a heterophase system (Figure 5.1). Using ultrasonication the 

large droplets are broken down in nanodroplets of roughly 150 nm in diameter. 

Subsequently, precipitation of the polymer in the nanodroplets is induced by 
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evaporating the chloroform resulting in polymer nanoparticle formulation with a 

size in the range of 80-120 nm. 

 

Figure 5.1 Combination of the miniemulsion technique and solvent evaporation 

method for the synthesis of polymer nanoparticles. 

In this research, two different copolymers were opted for preparation of 

nanoparticles. MPDL was selected as CKA due its compatibility with a broad range 

of comonomers (as seen in Chapter 3). For the purpose of comonomer, styrene 

and MMA were selected due to the high glass transition temperature (Tg) and good 

mechanical strength that the respective polymers offer. The method for preparing 

these polymers under free-radical conditions was already described in Chapter 3. 

Several different ratios of both copolymers were synthesized leading to 

nanoparticles with varying amounts of degradable linkages. The size of the 

nanoparticles was determined by using dynamic light scattering (DLS). ζ-potential 

was measured by applying a voltage and measuring the mobility with DLS. A 

visualization of the particles was facilitated by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

As described in the introduction, there are in essence two approaches to 

synthesizing polymer nanoparticles via miniemulsion. The difference lies in the 

order of different aspects being polymerization and ultrasonication. One can first 

create nanodroplets of monomer and initiator and do post-polymerization inside 

the nanodroplets. The other involves then of course synthesizing the polymers in 

batch and making nanoparticles by applying a combination of miniemulsion and 

solvent evaporation. Both approaches were tested and the results are presented 

in the following paragraphs. 

5.3.1 Synthesis of nanoparticles using a combination of 

miniemulsion and post-polymerization 

So far, there has been one report on the use of miniemulsion in combination with 

RROP.36 In this publication, they make use of the post-polymerization approach. 

Their results were considered a good starting point, however, based on the results 

described in Chapter 2, a few aspects were altered. One of the important factors 

is which CKA to choose. In the publication by Siebert et al. they opted for BMDO 

in combination with styrene, however as was shown in Paragraph 2.2.2. 

polymerization temperatures in excess of 100°C are necessary to yield 

quantitative ring-opening. Since water is used as continuous phase, 

polymerization is impossible at these temperatures. On the other hand, choosing 

a lower temperature prolongs the polymerization time, in addition to the 

limitations on the ring-opening. Another important factor is stability of the CKA 

towards water. Herein, BMDO lacks this stability as was shown in Paragraph 2.2.1. 

Based on these considerations, MDO was found to be much more suitable as it 

requires lower temperatures for quantitative ring-opening and the susceptibility 
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to hydrolysis is negligible. As a consequence, the comonomer in this study had to 

be changed as well due to compatibility issues of MDO with styrene. For MDO, 

acrylates are known to be the most suitable candidates. With future analysis in 

mind, benzyl acrylate was opted because of the improved contrast the phenyl ring 

has in electron microscopy techniques w.r.t. for example the alkyl chain in n-butyl 

acrylate. The complete procedure for the preparation of the nanoparticles can be 

found in Paragraph 6.5 and will be briefly discussed here. 

To make the nanodroplets, the two phases were first prepared separately. The 

continuous phase consists of water and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as 

surfactant while the dispersed phase consists of equimolar amounts of MDO and 

benzyl acrylate, azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) (initiator) and hexadecane as 

stabilizing agent. After mixing the two phases, the emulsion was left to stir for 

one hour at high rpm where the mixture turned slightly opaque. The premixed 

emulsion was then exposed to ultrasound whereby the mixture turns milk like. 

Post-polymerization was performed immediately after the ultrasonication by 

immersing the miniemulsion in an oil bath at T=90°C and stirring it overnight. 

The resulting emulsion was filtered over a paper filter leaving behind a small 

amount of solid residue which was found to be pure poly(benzyl acrylate). The 

filtered miniemulsion was found to contain 5 wt% of particles. The particle size 

distribution was measured by dynamic light scattering resulting in a size of 320 ± 

30 nm with dispersity of 0.17. Although these results may not look decent, the 

size is acceptable for this approach and with a dispersity of 0.17 the particles can 

also be considered fairly uniform in size. The most important factor, however, for 

these materials is the composition of the formed polymer. For this purpose, a 
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small amount of material was dried under vacuum and 1H-NMR was measured in 

deuturated chloroform. The resulting spectrum is shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2 1H-NMR spectrum and peak assignment for the nanoparticle 

copolymerization of MDO and Benzyl Acrylate with a feed monomer ratio of 50:50 

[MDO]:[BzAcr] (measured in CDCl3).  

In this spectrum the chemical structure of the copolymer and other important 

structures are depicted. Peak assignments are also given for all relevant 

components. At first glance, the spectrum appears relatively clean compared to 

other polymerization products (see earlier Chapters 2,3 and 4). When comparing 

the different signals to the amount of different protons in the polymer structure 
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(the top structure in the figure) several signals seem to be missing. For benzyl 

acrylate (marked in red) all signals are present, however this is different for MDO. 

Typical signals for polycaprolactone (PCL) include broad peaks at 1.5 ppm, 2.2 

ppm and 4.1 ppm. While these signals appear to be present at first a closer 

inspection reveals that the corresponding signals are too sharp to be able to be 

related to a polymer. As mentioned before, CKAs are prone to hydrolysis (though 

some more than others) leading to an unreactive linear molecule which in this 

case results in the structure depicted in black (lower structure) in Figure 5.2. Not 

only do the positions of the signals match up but also the patterns match with the 

respective protons (depicted as the black numbers with apostrophes in Figure 

5.2). This means that, rather than being incorporated in the polymer, MDO is 

consumed through hydrolysis leading to nanoparticles consisting of near pure 

poly(benzyl acrylate) which is non-degradable. This result is confirmed by 

comparing the results found for experiments performed with different feed ratios 

for MDO and Benzyl acrylate. While MDO should not be prone to hydrolysis when 

exposed to water under atmospheric conditions, different conditions apply when 

contained in particles on nanometer scale. Things such as the presence of ionic 

surfactants or the increased surface area possibly facilitate the acceleration of the 

hydrolysis reaction. There are several options to work around these issues, for 

instance using non-ionic surfactants or using other continuous phases (i.e. 

ethylene glycol or formamide) but after some quick tests other problems regarding 

stability and shelf-life of the miniemulsion occurred after which it was decided to 

put further research into this approach on hold.  

In conclusion, while the synthesis of particles was successful the resulting 

structure was not as expected given by the large amount of hydrolyzed MDO and 
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lack of PCL signals. Further research into different compositions confirmed the 

result. Several tests using other surfactants or continuous phases did not reduce 

the hydrolysis but in fact lead to more problems regarding the stability. 

The next step in the synthesis of degradable nanoparticles would be to reverse 

the order of action and test the other approach as mentioned in the beginning of 

Paragraph 5.3. These results will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

5.3.2 Preparation of nanoparticles by using batch-synthesized 

polymers and miniemulsion. 

For this approach, batch polymers based on MPDL and MMA and styrene were 

synthesized according to the procedure described under Paragraph 6.3 and a 

schematic overview is shown in Figure 5.3. In short, both MPDL and MMA or 

styrene respectively in different feed ratios were added to a solution of dicumyl 

peroxide (DCP, 2 wt% w.r.t total monomer weight) in anisole.  

 

Figure 5.3 schematic overview of copolymers with either MMA (top) or styrene 

(bottom). 

The mixture was polymerized overnight at T=100°C and the obtained polymers 

were precipated in hexane and thoroughly dried before use in miniemulsions. A 

major advantage of using this approach w.r.t. using the post-polymerization 
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method is the freedom of choice for CKA because of the limited exposure to water 

causing hydrolysis. Taking this into consideration, MPDL was selected based on 

the inherent presence of a phenyl ring (yielding high contrast in electron 

microscopy imaging) and the lower polymerization temperature for quantitative 

ring-opening (in comparison with BMDO). Also, extensive studies have been 

performed in this work in Chapter 3. 

The procedure to produce the miniemulsion is written in detail in Paragraph 6.5. 

Herein, the polymer was dissolved in an easy to evaporate hydrophobic solvent 

for which chloroform was selected. For the continuous phase, SDS was dissolved 

in water and after adding the phases together the emulsion was stirred vigorously 

for one hour before being exposed to ultrasonication. The chloroform was 

evaporated on a hot plate at a temperature of T=40°C under mild stirring for a 

few hours. During this evaporation the emulsion changed from milk-like to almost 

translucent. The resulting dispersion was filtered and the size distribution and ζ-

potential were measured using DLS. An overview of the results is given in Table 

5.1 and Table 5.2. 

As was already seen in Paragraph 3.2.2, MMA and styrene both show slightly 

different behavior in combination with MPDL – reactivity ratio for styrene is higher 

than for MMA -. This behavior is also reflected nicely in this dataset where at the 

same value for monomer fraction in the feed (fmon) a higher value for copolymer 

composition (Fmon) is found for styrene, meaning that more styrene is built in in 

the same time compared to MMA (0.68 for styrene compared to 0.34 for MMA). 

This observation is recurring for all feed ratios for both monomers.  
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Table 5.1 Overview of results for synthesis of poly(MPDL-r-styrene) and 

poly(MPDL-r-MMA). The values for Fmon were determined using 1H-NMR in CDCl3. 

Mn, Mw and Ð were determined by GPC in THF. 

 

Table 5.2 The number average size (washed) and ζ (pre- and post-washing) were 

determined using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS).  

 

  

CKA Monomer fmon Fmon 

Mn /104 

g·mol-1 

Mw /105 

g·mol-1 
Ð 

MPDL Sty 0.25 0.68 4.57 2.13 4.66 

MPDL Sty 0.50 0.81 2.54 3.40 13.3 

MPDL Sty 0.75 0.95 7.89 4.04 5.12 

MPDL MMA 0.25 0.34 1.36 1.89 13.9 

MPDL MMA 0.50 0.67 2.13 5.91 25.2 

MPDL MMA 0.75 0.81 3.08 6.45 20.9 

CKA Monomer Size / nm PDI 

ζ /  

mV 

ζwashing / 

mV 

MPDL Sty 67 0.22 -56 -51 

MPDL Sty 84 0.35 -51 -58 

MPDL Sty 82 0.26 -51 -32 

MPDL MMA 85 0.15 -48 -31 

MPDL MMA 82 0.24 -56 -51 

MPDL MMA 82 0.23 -53 -52 
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For all entries, the size of the particles seems similar being in range of 80-85 nm 

with the exception of entry 1. The same can be said about the ζ-potential values 

which all seem to be between -50 and -55 mV. The negative charge on the particle 

surface stems from the presence of the ionic surfactant SDS of which all the 

negatively charged sulfate ions on the alkyl chain are sticking out. This value is 

also a measure for the stability of the system as higher values (either negative or 

positive) show higher stability due to the increased repulsion. In addition, all 

systems have a dispersity between 0.1 and 0.4 indicating a slight polydisperse 

behavior. The solid content was measured by taking a small amount of dispersion, 

evaporating the solvent and weighing the leftover material. For these materials, 

values are typical in the range of 0.9 and 1.6 depending on the amount of polymer 

used in the formulation. 

In order to prepare the particles for future applications and surface 

measurements, the particles underwent several washing steps with water in an 

attempt to remove most of the surfactant. To check whether the washing was 

successful, the ζ-potential was measured once again as the value should become 

more positive the more surfactant is removed. These values are also tabulated in 

Table 5.2. In comparison with the values for ζ-potential prior to washing some 

entries indeed show a decrease in negativity (entry 3 and 4) but in most cases, 

no change is observed. This may indicate that the removal of the surfactant was 

unsuccessful and may be firmly attached to the particles by the strong forces at 

play at such small sizes (Van der Waals forces but also osmotic pressure). While 

these data give an indication for the successful preparation of nanoparticles, other 

techniques are necessary to confirm the morphology of the particles. 
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Figure 5.5 Collection of AFM-images for different copolymers of MPDL with either 

MMA or styrene in different compositions; A) 68% styrene, B) 34% MMA, C) 81% 

styrene, D) 67% MMA, E) 95% styrene and F) 81% MMA.  
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To get an idea of the shape and morphology of the particles, atomic force 

microscopy is utilized. To facilitate the measurement, the particles were deposited 

on a silicon substrate. This was done for all polymers given in Table 5.1 and 5.2. 

An overview of recorded images is shown in Figure 5.5. 

A collection of images for all different copolymers of MPDL with either styrene 

(AFM images on the left side A, C and E) or MMA (AFM images on the right side 

B, D and F) with different compositions. Height bars are added to each individual 

picture to get an idea of the size.  

While the images are not always very clear, overall, the particles look uniform in 

size with a decent spherical appearance. Thanks to high contribution of MMA and 

styrene in the respective copolymers, the particles retain their shape during film 

formation owing to the relative high glass transition temperature (Tg) for PMMA 

(Tg = 85°C) and PS (Tg = 90°C).78 Comparing styrene to MMA, the styrene 

particles seem to have a slightly smaller size and height differential. An 

explanation for this effect with styrene is not readily available but it might be 

related to the copolymer composition: Due to the large difference in reactivity 

ratios for MPDL and styrene, there will be more styrene homopolymers and less 

random copolymers with respect to MMA. This can lead to a difference in solubility 

and might have an influence on the size. To this extent, phase images were 

recorded but unfortunately no clear phase separation could be observed.  

To further investigate this effect and to get a better idea of the composition of the 

particles, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were taken. Not all 

copolymers would be compatible with this technique as this technique requires 

good scattering due to a high electron density to be able to get decent contrast. 
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Therefore, styrene is much more suitable due to the high electron density in the 

aromatic ring. In addition, MMA is considered beam sensitive making it even less 

suitable. With that in mind, the MPDL/MMA copolymer with 67% of MMA (entry 5 

table 5.1) was selected. In addition, the copolymer with the highest styrene 

content (95%, entry 3 Table 5.1) was selected. The TEM pictures for the 

aforementioned copolymers are shown in Figure 5.6 whereby the MMA copolymer 

is shown on the left side and the styrene copolymer is shown on the right side.  

Both pictures nicely show spherical particles. In both cases, a collection of large 

particles (80 nm) and a lot of smaller particles is observed reflecting the large PDI 

values as seen with DLS. The size of the large (almost black) particles is 

approximately 80 nm nicely matches up to the values given in Table 5.2.  

 

Figure 5.6 TEM images for nanoparticles consisting of A) poly(MPDL-r-MMA) with 

a composition MPDL:MMA of 33:67 and B) poly(MPDL-r-styrene) with a 

composition MPDL:styrene of 5:95. 

In conclusion, the preparation of poly(MPDL-r-MMA) and poly(MPDL-r-styrene) 

nanoparticles was successful. The particles are spherical the size is in the expected 
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range for these formulations (between 80-85nm). To test for degradability, more 

tests will need to be performed on these particles.  

5.4 Conclusion and outlook 

For nanoparticle preparation, two approaches were tested in this study. In the 

first approach consisting of ultrasonication with subsequent post-polymerization, 

nanoparticles were synthesized. Clarification of the copolymer composition by 1H-

NMR showed that practically all MDO was hydrolyzed during the process, resulting 

in almost pure poly(benzyl acrylate) particles caused by a combination of water, 

ionic surfactant and the increased surface area. Several tests with non-ionic 

surfactants and different continuous phases proved problematic with respect to 

the stability of the miniemulsion. 

For the second approach, batch polymers of MPDL and MMA as well as styrene 

were synthesized using a batch procedure followed by ultrasonication and solvent 

evaporation. The resulting nanoparticles proved uniform in size and shape. Since 

the polymers are known to contain degradable parts, there is no doubt that the 

particles will show degradation. Further research will need to be performed by 

exposing the particles to mild basic or mild acidic conditions to prove the hydrolytic 

degradation of the ester bonds. To check whether these nanoparticles are also 

suitable for drug delivery, the degradation test may be combined with controlled 

release studies whereby a (fluorescent) dye is encapsulated in the particles and 

the release can then be studied with UV/Vis or Fluorescence spectroscopy. 

In conclusion, nanoparticles with defined copolymer structures were successfully 

prepared. These particles are expected to show degradation due to the confirmed 

presence of degradable ester bonds. 
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6.1 Analytical Equipment 

Liquid state NMR 1H-NMR spectra were recorded in deuterated chloroform 

(unless otherwise mentioned) with two NMR-spectrometers (300 and 400 MHz) 

from Agilent (Varian) using a 5 mm-4-nucleus AutoSWPFG probe. For all polymer 

samples a 12 second pulse delay was applied 

Size exclusion chromatography Analysis of the MWDs of the polymer samples 

were performed on a Tosoh EcoSEC System, comprising an autosampler, a PSS 

guard column SDV (50 × 7.5 mm), followed by three PSS SDV analytical linear XL 

columns (5 µm, 300 × 7.5 mm) and a differential refractive index detector (Tosoh 

EcoSEC RI) using THF as the eluent at 40 °C with a flow rate of 1 mL·min-1. The 

SEC system was calibrated using linear narrow polystyrene standards ranging 

from 474 to 7.5 x 106 g·mol-1 (PS (K = 14.1 x 10-5 dL·g-1 and α = 0.70)). Polymer 

concentrations were in the range of 3–5 mg·mL-1. Since Mark-Houwink 

parameters for CKA-polymers are not reported, only apparent values for these 

samples are discussed. 

In-Situ InfraRed Spectroscopy In-situ Infrared measurements were performed 

on a Metter Toledo ReactIR 15 machine equipped with a AgX 6.3 Di-comp probe. 

Attenuated Total Reflectance InfraRed spectroscopy ATR-IR was measured 

on a Brucker Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrophotometer (nominal resolution 4 cm-1). 

Ultrasonication Ultrasonication was performed on a Branson 450 W digital 

sonifier (1/4″ tip) with 65% amplitude in a pulse regime (20 s sonication, 20 s 

pause) for 2 minutes under ice cooling. 

Dynamic light scattering and Zeta-potential Dynamic light scattering and 

Zeta-potential were performed on a Brookhaven Instruments ZetaPALS system. 
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Transmission Electron Microscopy The study of both size and morphology of 

the conjugated nanoparticles was performed with TEM on a Tecnai G2 spirit twin, 

FEI, at an accelerating voltage of 120 keV. 

Atomic Force Microscopy The topographic (height) and phase images of the 

films were investigated by an AFM (NX-10, Park systems) in non-contact mode. 

The AFM tip was n-type silicon probe and has a spring constant and radius of 13-

77 N/m and <10 nm, respectively. The image of a 1 um x 1 um sample area was 

recorded with a 256 x 256 pixel resolution at a scanning rate of 1 Hz. 
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6.2 Experimental part for Chapter 2 -, Synthesis of 

Degradable Poly(Methyl Methacrylate) Star Polymers via 

RAFT Copolymerization with Cyclic Ketene Acetals 

Materials LiAlH4 (95%), dimethyl phthalate (99%), anhydrous MgSO4 (99+%), 

anhydrous NaOH (99+%), Na2HCO3 (99+%), potassium tert-butoxide (98+%), 

dicumyl peroxide (99%), anhydrous Na2SO4 (99+%), cyclohexane (99+%), 

celite® 545, 1-octanethiol (97%), triethylamine (99+%), CS2 (99,9%) and 

methyl-2-bromopropionate (MBP) (99%), ordered from Acros were used as 

received. Methyl methacrylate (MMA) stabilized (99%) ordered from Acros was 

passed over a basic alumina column prior to use. tert-Butyl alcohol extra pure 

(99,5%) ordered from Acros was distilled over CaH2 prior to use. Anisole ordered 

from Acros was stored on mol sieves. Bromoacetaldehyde diethyl acetal (97%), 

p-toluenesulfonic acid mono hydrate (≥98,5%) and pentaerythritol tetrakis(3-

mercaptopropionate) (>95%) ordered from Sigma Aldrich were used as received. 

Sulfuric acid (AR), chloroform (AR), n-hexane, ethyl acetate (AR), n-pentane (AR) 

and hydrochloric acid 37% (AR) ordered from VWR were used as received. Toluene 

(AR) and diethyl ether (AR) were distilled using MBraun SPS-5580 solvent 

purification system. 

5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) was synthesized using the route 

as published by Wickel et al. with some adaptations and the tetra-functional RAFT 

agent was prepared using a method as published by Boschman et al. 

 

Synthesis of 1,2-benzene dimethanol 

In a one liter three neck flask equipped with a reflux condenser and dripping 

funnel, 28 grams (0.74 mol) of LiAlH4 was weighed. The set-up was put under 
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inert atmosphere. 500 ml of dry THF was slowly added to the three neck flask. A 

mixture of 100 ml (0.61 mol) of dimethyl phthalate in 150 ml of dry THF was 

added to the dripping funnel and was added dropwise to the three neck flask. The 

reaction was cooled by ice during the addition. After the completion of the addition 

the temperature was raised 80°C to maintain a gentle reflux. The reaction was 

left to run overnight. The mixture was hydrolyzed by gently pouring it into a 

mixture of 200 ml concentrated sulfuric acid in 750 ml of water. The product was 

extracted three times with 500 ml of chloroform and the organic phase was 

washed with 250 ml saturated Na2HCO3 solution and 250 ml of water. The organic 

phase was then dried over MgSO4. After filtering off the solid, the solvents were 

removed under vacuum, resulting in a white residue. The product was 

recrystallized in 500 ml of a 50:50 mixture of chloroform and n-hexane resulting 

in 72 grams (85%) of white crystals. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift 

(ppm) 2.93 (s, 2H), 4.71 (s, 4H) and 7.31 (s, 4H). 

 

Synthesis of 5,6-benzo-2-(bromomethyl)-1,3-dioxepane 

To a 250 ml round bottom flask, 72.02 gram (0.52 mol) of 1,2-benzene 

dimethanol, 78.4 ml (0.52 mol) of bromoacetaldehyde diethyl acetal and 720 mg 

of p-toluenesulfonic acid mono hydrate were added. The flask was equipped with 

a Claisen condenser and the set-up was put under inert atmosphere. The reaction 

was heated to 120°C and was left to run until most of the expected ethanol (60.7 

ml (1.04 mol)) was collected. Afterwards, de reaction was left to cool down to 

room temperature in which the mixture solidified. The solid was dissolved in 250 

ml of chloroform and was washed with 250 ml of saturated Na2HCO3 solution and 

250 ml of water. The organic phase was dried over Na2SO4. The solvent was 

removed under vacuum leaving a slightly brown solid in the flask. The solid was 
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recrystallized in 500 ml cyclohexane, resulting in 94.62 (75%) of white fluffy 

crystals. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 3.43 (d, 2H), 4.92 (s, 

4H), 5.11 (t, 1H) and 7.18-7.24 (m, 4H). 

 

Synthesis of 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) 

To a one liter round bottom flask equipped with a reflux condenser, 90 gram (0.37 

mol) of 5,6-benzo-2-(bromomethyl)-1,3-dioxepane, 41.52 (0,37 mol) potassium 

tert-butoxide and 500 ml dry tert-butyl alcohol were added. The reaction was put 

under inert atmosphere and was heated to 80°C to maintain a gentle reflux. The 

reaction was left to run for 15 hours. After letting the reaction cool down, 500 ml 

of dry diethyl ether was added. The solid was filtered of over a small celite column 

and solvent was removed under vacuum. The resulting product was purified by 

distillation under vacuum (typically at T=80°C and p=0,3 mbar). The liquid 

solidified on standing and resulted in 50 gram (83%) of white crystals. Due to the 

possibility of degradation at atmospheric conditions, the product was stored under 

nitrogen atmosphere at -20°C. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 

3.71 (s, 2H), 5.06 (s, 4H), 7.06-7.09 (m, 2H) and 7.22-7.25 (m, 2H). 

 

Synthesis of methyl-2-(((octylthio)carbonothioyl)thio)propanoate (RA-

1) 

In a 100 ml three neck flask equipped with a reflux condenser and dripping funnel, 

1,2 ml (6,84 mmol) of octanethiol and 50 ml of chloroform were added. 1,14 ml 

(8,20 mmol) of triethylamine was added and the mixture was left to stir for one 

hour. Subsequently, 0,92 ml (8,20 mmol) of methyl-2-bromopropionate in 5 ml 

of CS2 were added dropwise to the reaction. During the addition, the mixture 

turned yellow to slightly orange. After the addition was completed, the reaction 
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was left to stir overnight at room temperature. The mixture was quenched 56 ml 

of a 10 % HCl solution. The layers were separated and the organic layer was 

washed twice with 50 ml of water. The organic layer was dried over Na2SO4. After 

filtering off the solid, solvents were removed under vacuum, resulting in 1,835 gr 

(87 %) yellow/orange slightly viscous liquid. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical 

shift (ppm) 0.85 (t, 3H), 1.25-1.32 (m, 10H), 1.57 (d, 3H, 1.66 (m, 2H), 3.32 (t, 

2H), 3.71 (s, 3H) and 4.82 (q, 1H). 

 

Synthesis of pentaerythritol-tetrakis-(3-(S-methyl-2-propanoato-

trithiocarbonyl)propanoate) (RA-4) 

The four functional Z-star RAFT agent was synthesized using the procedure from 

Boschman et al.. 

A 500 ml three neck flask was charged with 1.42 gr (5.89 mmol) of 

pentaerythritol-tetrakis(3-mercaptopropionate and 200 ml of chloroform. Under 

stirring, 6.57 ml (47.1 mmol, 8 eq) triethylamine was slowly added to the flask. 

The reaction was left to stir for an hour at room temperature. Subsequently, 20 

ml of CS2 and 5.26 ml (47.1 mmol, 8 eq) of methyl-2-bromopropionate were 

added dropwise to the reaction after which the reaction as left to stir overnight. 

The reaction was then quenched by adding 200 ml of a 10 % HCl solution. 

Afterwards, the layers were separated and the organic layer was washed three 

times with 200 ml of water. The organic layer was dried over MgSO4. After 

removing the drying agent by filtration, the solvents were evaporated under 

vacuum. The residue, an orange/yellow viscous liquid, was purified by column 

chromatography using a 3:1 mixture of n-pentane/ethyl acetate as eluent. The 

product (4 gr (60%)) was obtained as an orange, highly viscous liquid. 1H-NMR 
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(300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 1.57 (d, 12H), 2.77 (t, 8H), 3.57 (t, 12H), 

4.10 (s, 8H) and 4.80 (q, 4H). 

 

Free-radical (co)polymerization of BMDO and MMA 

The composition of the polymer was set by changing the monomer concentrations 

in the feed. In a typical run, a schlenk flask was charged with 125 mg (0.77 mmol) 

BMDO, 77.5 μl (0.77 mmol) MMA, 6.9 mg DCP (0.026 mmol) and 250 μl of anisole. 

The mixture was degassed by bubbling with nitrogen gas. Subsequently, the flask 

was immersed in an oil bath at a temperature of 120°C and was left to run for 24 

hours. To achieve low conversions, the IR-probe was inserted in the flask and the 

conversion was estimated from the in-situ IR-spectra. After acquiring the desired 

conversion, the reaction mixture was poured into an aluminum bowl with known 

weight. All solvents and reactants were removed in a vacuum oven at 40°C and 

the conversion was determined gravimetrically. Mn, Mw and PDI were determined 

by SEC in THF. 

 

(Co)polymerization of BMDO and MMA under RAFT conditions 

In a typical run, 250 mg (1.54 mmol) BMDO, 164 μl (1.54 mmol) MMA, 9.5 mg 

(0.031 mmol) RA-1, 0.83 mg (3.1 ·10-3 mmol) DCP and  500 μl were put into a 

schlenk flask. The flask was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and was 

subsequently put under a nitrogen atmosphere. The flask was immersed in an oil 

bath at 100°C. The reaction was left to run for 24 hours after which the content 

of flask was transferred to an aluminum bowl with known weight. The 

solvents/reactants were removed in a vacuum oven at 40°C. The conversion was 

determined gravimetrically by weighing the dry polymer. Mn, Mw and PDI were 

determined by SEC in THF. 
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Preparation of tetra-functional (co)polymers of BMDO and MMA using a 

Z-star RAFT approach 

A similar procedure as the mono-functional polymer was used, the only difference 

being an increased amount of initiator (four times higher). In a typical run, 250 

mg (1.54 mmol) BMDO, 164 μl (1.54 mmol) MMA, 35.1 mg (0,031 mmol) RA-4, 

3.32 mg (0.012 mmol) DCP and 500 μl toluene were weighed into a schlenk flask. 

The flask was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The flask was put 

under a nitrogen atmosphere and the reaction was started by putting the flask in 

an oil bath with a temperature of 90°C. The reaction was left to run for 24 hours 

and was subsequently poured into an aluminum bowl with known weight. The 

solvent/reactants were removed in a vacuum oven at 40°C. The conversion was 

gravimetrically by weighing the dry polymer. Mn, Mw and PDI were determined by 

SEC in THF. 

 

Degradation of (co)polymers of BMDO and MMA 

In a typical experiment, 200 mg of polymer was weighed into a glass vial. A 

minimal amount of THF was added until the polymer as completely dissolved. 

Subsequently, 5 ml of a 1M NaOH solution was added and the reaction was left 

stir at room temperature. Samples were taken at several time intervals to check 

for a decline in molecular weight. 
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6.3 Experimental part for Chapter 3-, Copolymer evaluation 

of MPDL and various vinyl monomers. 

Materials Methyl methacrylate (MMA, Acros, 99%), Methyl acrylate (MA, Acros, 

99%), n-butyl acrylate (nBA, Acros, 99 %), Styrene (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) and 

di(ethylene glycol) ethyl ether acrylate (DEGA, Acros, 99%) were deinhibited over 

columns of activated basic alumina, prior to use. styrene glycol (97%), dicumyl 

peroxide (DCP, 99%), Potassium tertiary-butoxide (tert-BuOK, 99+%), tertiary-

Butyl Alcohol (tert-BuOH, 99+%) Dowex® 50WX8 were ordered from Acros and 

used as received. 

RAFT-agent RA-1 was synthesized as described in chapter 6.2. 2-methylene-4-

phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL) was synthesized according to the procedure 

reported by Delplace et al. 1 

Synthesis of 2-chloromethyl-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane A 200 mL round-

bottom flask fitted with a magnetic bar and equipped with a claisen condensor (to 

collect methanol), was charged with chloroacetaldehyde dimethyl acetal (25 g, 

2.01 × 10-1 mol, 1 eq.), styrene glycol (27.75 g, 2.01 × 10-1 mol, 1 eq.) and 

Dowex 50 (H+) resin (250 mg) and was subsequently heated to 120 °C. This 

reaction was left to stir until no methanol was collected anymore. The reaction 

was left to cool down to ambient temperature and was subsequently filtered over 

a paper filter to remove the resin. The residual methanol was then removed under 

reduce pressure and the crude product was purified by vacuum distillation at 

T=90°C at a pressure of p=3·10-2 mbar. Yield: 70 % (28 g, 1.4 × 10-1 mol) of a 

mixture of two diastereoisomers (a white solid and a colorless liquid). 1H-NMR 

(300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 3,46-3,56 (m, 2H), 3,74-4,48 (m, 2H), 

5,06-5,19 (m, 1H), 5,32-5,50 (m, 1H), 7,28-7,43 (m, 5H). 
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Synthesis of 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL) A 250 mL three-

neck round bottom flask, equiped with a reflux condenser and a dropping funnel, 

was charged with tert-BuOK (10.1 g, 9,02·10-2 mol, 1.2 eq.) and 110 mL tert-

BuOH. The mixture was put under an inert atmosphere and was heated to 80 °C. 

2-chloromethyl-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (15 g, 7.54·10-2 mol, 1 eq.) in 40 mL of 

tert-BuOH were loaded in the dropping funnel and dropwise added to the reaction. 

After the addition was completed, the temperature was raised to 100 °C to 

maintain a gentle reflux overnight. After the reaction mixture was cooled down to 

ambient temperature, 200 mL of cold diethyl ether were added and the resulting 

precipitate was removed by filtration over a paper filter. After the solvents were 

removed under reduced pressure, the residue was purified by vacuum distillation 

at T=75°C at a pressure of p=3·10-2 mbar. A small amount (± 2 wt%) of dry 

pyridine was added to stabilize the material. Note that pyridine was not removed 

prior to any of the polymerizations. Yield: 45% (5.5 g, 3.4·10-2 mol) of a colorless 

liquid. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 3.33-3.37 (dd, 2H), 4.02 

(t, 1H), 4.50 (t, 1H), 5.35 (t, 1H) and 7.26-7.44 (m, broad, 5H). 

General method for free radical (co)polymerization of MPDL and vinyl 

monomers using the In-Situ IR probe In a typical run, a 50 ml three neck 

flask was equipped with a magnetic stir bar and the IR-probe. The set-up was 

preheated in an oil bath at T=100°C. In a separate flask, 2.53 g (1.56·10-2 mol) 

MPDL, 1.47 g (1.56·10-2 mol) MMA and 0.8 ml of dry toluene were weighed. In 

another flask, a stock solution of 300 mg of DCP in 1 ml of dry toluene was 

prepared. Both flasks were degassed by purging with Argon for 15 minutes. The 

content of flask containing the monomers was transferred to the preheated 

reaction flask using an argon flushed syringe and was left to warm-up for 10 

minutes. To initiate the reaction, 0.2 ml of stock solution (containing 2 wt% of 
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DCP) was added to the reaction using an argon flushed syringe. When the reaction 

was completed (or at any desired point) the polymerization mixture was poured 

in an aluminium pan with known weight which was subsequently left to dry 

overnight. Further drying was done in a vacuum oven at T=70°C until constant 

weight. The polymer was analyzed by 1H-NMR and SEC in THF. 

General method for RAFT (co)polymerization of MPDL and vinyl 

monomers using the In-Situ IR probe In a typical run, a 50 ml three neck 

flask was equipped with a magnetic stir bar and the IR-probe. The set-up was 

preheated in an oil bath at T=100°C. In a separate flask, 1.12 g (6.91·10-3 mol, 

50 eq) MPDL, 0.59 g (6.91·10-3 mol, 50 eq) MA, 42.6 mg (1.38·10-4 mol, 1 eq) of 

RA-1 and 0.8 ml of dry toluene were weighed. In another flask, a stock solution 

of 3.72 mg (6.91·10-5, 5 times 0.1 eq) of DCP in 1 ml of dry toluene was prepared. 

Both flasks were degassed by purging with Argon for 15 minutes. The content of 

flask containing the monomers was transferred to the preheated reaction flask 

using an argon flushed syringe and was left to warm-up for 10 minutes. To initiate 

the reaction, 0.2 ml of stock solution (containing 0.1 eq of DCP) was added to the 

reaction using an argon flushed syringe. When the reaction was completed (or at 

any desired point) the polymerization mixture was poured in an aluminium pan 

with known weight which was subsequently left to dry overnight. Further drying 

was done in a vacuum oven at T=70°C until constant weight. The polymer was 

analyzed by 1H-NMR and SEC in THF. 

General method for RAFT (co)polymerization of MPDL and vinyl 

monomers In a typical run, a 10 ml vial was charged with 280 mg (1.72·10-3 

mol, 5 eq) MPDL, 220 mg (1.72·10-3 mol, 5 eq) BA, 106 mg (3.44·10-4 mol, 1 eq), 

9.31 mg (3.44·10-5 mol, 0.1 eq) DCP and 1 ml of dry toluene. After adding a 

magnetic stir bar, the vial was closed with a septum and some metal wire and was 
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subsequently purged with Argon for 15 minutes. The flas was then transferred to 

a preheated copper heat block at T=100°C and was left to stir overnight. The 

contents of the flask were poured in an aluminium pan with known weight which 

was subsequently left to dry overnight. Further drying was done in a vacuum oven 

at T=70°C until constant weight. The polymer was analyzed by 1H-NMR and SEC 

in THF. 
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6.4 Experimental part for Chapter 4 -, Synthesis of 

functional degradable copolymers using RROP and click-

chemistry 

Materials Propargyl alcohol, Acryloyl chloride, triethyl amine, DCM, silver nitrate, 

DBU, TMS-Cl, 1,4-butanediol, chloroacetaldehyde dimethyl acetal, dowex 50, 

hexadecane, KOH, solketal, propargyl bromide, toluene, sodium hydride 60%, 

anhydrous MgSO4, methanol, tert-BuOK, tert-BuOH, diethylene glycol 

monomethyl ether 

Synthesis of propargyl acrylate A 250 ml three neck flask equipped with a stir 

bar was charged with 10.1 ml (0.17 mol) propargyl alcohol, 22.1 ml (0.16 mol) 

trimethylamine and 90 ml of dry dichloromethane. The mixture was put under 

inert atmosphere and cooled down to 0°C in an ice/water bath. Subsequently, 

11.7 ml (0.144 mol) of acryloyl chloride was added dropwise using an argon 

flushed syringe. After the addition was completed, the reaction was left to stir 

overnight at ambient temperature. The reaction was quenched with 100 ml of 

water and the contents of the flash were transferred to an extraction funnel. The 

layers were separated and the water layer was washed 3 times with 

dichloromethane (100 ml). Combined organic layer was washed with brine and 

was dried over MgSO4. After concentration under reduced pressure, the product 

was distilled under vacuum yielding a slightly yellow liquid. Yield 15.06g (95%), 

1H NMR (300 MHz, CHCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 2.48 (t, 1H), 5.13 (d, 2H) 5.80 

(dd, 1H), 6.1 (dd, 1H), 6.5 (dd, 1H). 

Synthesis of trimethylsilyl propargyl acrylate (PA-TMS) A 250 ml three neck 

flask, equipped with a condenser and dropping funnel, was charged with 573 mg 
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(6 mmol) Silver Nitrate and 75 ml of dry dichloromethane. The suspension was 

left to stir for 30 minutes. Subsequently, 7.5 g (68 mmol) Propargyl acrylate and 

10.7 ml (71.3 mmol) of DBU were added to the suspension. The reaction was 

heated to T=40°C after which 14.1 ml (95.2 mmol) trimethylsilyl chloride was 

added dropwise to the reaction. The reaction was left to stir overnight at T=40°C. 

The reaction was left to cool down to ambient temperature and concentrated 

under reduced pressure. The product was isolated by distillation under high 

vacuum resulting in 4.94 g (62%) of a slightly yellow liquid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

CHCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 0.19 (s, 9H), 4.77 (s, 2H), 5.85 (dd, 1H), 6.16 (dd, 

1H), 6.43 (dd, 1H) 

Synthesis 2-chloromethyl-1,3-dioxepane 114 ml (1 mol) of 

chloroacetaldehyde dimethyl acetal, 89 ml (1 mol) of butanediol and 125 mg of 

Dowex 50 (H+) resin were put in a 250 ml round bottom flask. The flask was 

equipped with a small vigreux column, a cooler and stir bar. The flask was 

immersed in an oil bath set to 115°C. The reaction was left to run until nearly all 

methanol (81 ml, 2 mol) was collected, approximately 5 hours. The reaction was 

left to cool down and the mixture was passed over a paper filter to remove the 

resin. The product was obtained by distillation from the reaction mixture (T=75-

80°C at p=5 mbar), resulting in 107 ml (71%) of a clear viscous liquid. 1H-NMR 

(300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 1.72 (m, 4H), 3.44 (d, 2H), 3.64-3.68 

and 3.91-3.95 (m, 4H), 4.84 (t, 1H). 

Synthesis of 2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (MDO) A 500 ml round bottom 

flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 55,05 gram (0,37 mol) of 2-

chloromethyl-1,3-dioxepane, 137,7 gram (3,7 mol) of potassium hydroxide and 

500 ml of hexadecane. The flask was equipped with a condenser and was 
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immersed in an oil bath thermostated at 130°C. The reaction was left to reflux 

overnight. The insoluble material was removed by filtering over a celite column. 

The MDO was readily distilled from the mixture (T=30-40°C at p=5 mbar) 

resulting in 21.7 g (52%) of a colorless liquid, 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical 

shift (ppm) 1.72 (m, 4H), 3.45 (s, 2H), 3.91-3.94 (m, 4H). 

Synthesis of 2,2-dimethyl-4-((prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)methyl)-1,3-dioxolane  

(1) To a solution of 4.8 g (36.5 mmol) solketal in 75 ml toluene at T=0°C was 

added 1.6 g (40 mmol) 60% sodium hydride over a period of 30 minutes followed 

by 6.9 ml (40 mmol) propargyl bromide (80% in toluene). The reaction was left 

to run overnight under inert atmosphere at room temperature. The reaction was 

quenched by adding 50 ml of water. The layers were extracted and the water layer 

was washed three times with 50 ml of dichloromethane. The organic extracts were 

combined and were dried over MgSO4. After filtration, the solvents were removed 

under reduced pressure and the product was further purified by distillation under 

high vacuum (T=50°C at p=2·10-2 mbar) yielding 4.8 g (78%) of a colorless liquid. 

1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 1.35 (s, 3H), 1.42 (s, 3H), 2.45 

(t, 1H), 3.58 (dd, 2H), 3.71-3.76 (m, 1H), 4.04-4.09 (m, 1H), 4.20 (t, 2H), 4.29 

(tt, 1H). 

Synthesis of (3-((2,2-dimethyl-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl)methoxy)prop-1-yn-1-

yl)trimethylsilane (2) A 250 ml three neck flask, equipped with a condenser 

and dropping funnel, was charged with 573 mg (6 mmol) Silver Nitrate and 75 ml 

of dry dichloromethane. The suspension was left to stir for 30 minutes. 

Subsequently, 11.6 g (68 mmol) of (1) and 10.7 ml (71.3 mmol) DBU were added 

to the suspension. The reaction was heated to T=40°C after which 14.1 ml (95.2 

mmol) trimethylsilyl chloride was added dropwise to the reaction. The reaction 
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was left to stir overnight at T=40°C. The reaction was left to cool down to ambient 

temperature and concentrated under reduced pressure. The product was isolated 

by distillation under high vacuum resulting in 16.4 g (65%) of a colorless oil. 1H 

NMR (300 MHz, CHCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 0.15 (s, 9H), 1.35 (s, 3H), 1.42 (s, 

3H), 3.58 (dd, 2H), 3.71-3.76 (m, 1H), 4.04-4.09 (m, 1H), 4.20 (s, 2H), 4.29 (tt, 

1H). 

Synthesis of 3-((3-(trimethylsilyl)prop-2-yn-1-yl)oxy)propane-1,2-diol 

(3) A 100 ml round bottom flask was charged with 2 g (8.4 mmol) of (2), 4.5 g 

of Dowex 50 (H+) resin and 50 ml of methanol. The reaction was left to stir at 

ambient temperature until completion – this was checked by TLC (pentane:AcOEt 

1:1)-. After completion, the reaction was poured over a paper filter to remove the 

resin. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure yielding 2.9 g (95%) of 

an orange/red oil which was used without further purification. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, 

CHCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 0.15 (s, 9H), 4.20 (s, 2H), 4.29 (m, 1H), 3.71-4.09 

(m, 4H). 

Synthesis of (3-((2-(chloromethyl)-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl)methoxy)prop-1-

yn-1-yl)trimethylsilane (4) 2.5 g (12.3 mmol) of (3), 1.4 ml (12.3 mmol) of 

chloroacetaldehyde dimethyl acetal and 20 mg of Dowex 50 (H+) resin were put 

in a 50 ml round bottom flask. The flask was equipped with a small vigreux 

column, a cooler and stir bar. The flask was immersed in an oil bath set to 115°C. 

The reaction was left to run until nearly all methanol was collected, approximately 

5 hours. The reaction was left to cool down and the mixture was passed over a 

paper filter to remove the resin. The product was obtained by distillation from the 

reaction mixture (T=75-80°C at p=2·10-2 mbar), resulting in 2.59 g (80%) of a 

clear viscous liquid. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 0.15 (s, 9H), 
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3.46-3.56 (m, 2H) 3.58 (dd, 2H), 3.71-3.76 (m, 1H), 4.04-4.09 (m, 1H), 4.20 (s, 

2H), 4.29 (tt, 1H). 

Synthesis of trimethyl(3-((2-methylene-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl)methoxy) 

prop-1-yn-1-yl)silane (CKA-Alkyn) A 100 mL three-neck round bottom flask, 

equipped with a reflux condenser, was charged with tert-BuOK (1.28 g, 11.4 

mmol, 1.2 eq.) and 15 mL tert-BuOH. The mixture was put under an inert 

atmosphere and was heated to 80 °C. (4) (2.5 g, 9.5 mmol, 1 eq.) in 5 mL of tert-

BuOH was added slowly to the reaction using a syringe. After the addition was 

completed, the temperature was raised to 100 °C to maintain a gentle reflux 

overnight. After the reaction mixture was cooled down to ambient temperature, 

20 mL of cold diethyl ether were added and the resulting precipitate was removed 

by filtration over a paper filter. After the solvents were removed under reduced 

pressure, the residue was purified by vacuum distillation at T=90°C at a pressure 

of p=2·10-2 mbar. A small amount (± 2 wt%) of dry pyridine was added to stabilize 

the material. Note that pyridine was not removed prior to any of the 

polymerizations. Yield: 25% (540 mg) of a colorless liquid. 1H-NMR (300 MHz; 

CDCl3): chemical shift (ppm) 0.15 (s, 9H), 3.46-3.56 (m, 2H) 3.58 (dd, 2H), 3.71-

3.76 (m, 1H), 4.04-4.09 (m, 1H), 3.33-3.37 (dd, 2H), 4.29 (tt, 1H). 

Free-radical (co)polymerization MDO and PA-TMS In a typical run, 507 mg 

(4.46 mmol) MDO, 1.47 g (13.4 mmol) PA-TMS, 40 mg DCP (2 wt%) and 1 ml of 

toluene were weighed into a 10 ml vial. The reaction mixture was purged with 

nitrogen for 15 minutes. The vial was subsequently transferred to a preheated 

copper heat block thermostated at T=100°C. The reaction was left to react for 24 

hours. The content of the vial was poured into an aluminium pan with known 

weight and was left to dry overnight at ambient conditions. The product was dried 
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further in a vacuum over at T=70°C until constant weight. The polymer was 

analyzed with 1H-NMR and SEC in THF. 

Deprotection of poly(caprolactone-r-PATMS) In a typical experiment, 500 

mg of poly(caprolactone-r-PATMS) is dissolved in 30 ml of THF. Subsequently, 1.2 

molar equivalents of acetic acid (with respect to alkyn units) is added to the 

polymer solution. The mixture was degassed by purging with nitrogen gas for 30 

minutes. Afterwards, the mixture was cooled to T=-20°C in a sodium chloride:ice 

bath (1:3 by weight) followed by the slow addition of 1.2 molar equivalents (with 

respect to alkyn units) of TBAF (1M in THF). The reaction was allowed to warm up 

to ambient temperature and was left to stir overnight. The reaction mixture was 

passed over a short basic alumina column. Evaporation of solvents yielded a 

colorless solid. The polymer was analyzed by 1H-NMR and SEC in THF. 

Click reaction of poly(caprolactone-r-PA) with DEGAz In a typical 

experiment, 500 mg of poly(caprolactone-r-PA) was dissolved in 25 ml of DMF 

(100 mg per 5 ml). To this solution was added 1 molar equivalent (with respect 

to alkyn units) PMDETA and 1 molar equivalent (with respect to alkyn units) 

DEGAz. In a separate flask was weighed in 1 molar equivalent (with respect to 

alkyn units) CuBr. The polymer solution was purged with nitrogen for 30 minutes. 

The polymer solution was transferred to the CuBr loaded flask using a nitrogen 

flushed syringe. The reaction was left to stir for 24 hours at ambient temperature. 

The copper salts were removed over a basic alumina column and the solvents 

were removed under reduced pressure. The slightly green polymer was analyzed 

by ATR-IR, 1H-NMR and SEC in THF.  
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Copolymers for MDO and CKA-Alkyn were prepared in analogous way as 

for MDO and PATMS.   
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6.5 Experimental part for Chapter 5-, The synthesis of 

degradable nanoparticles through a combination of radical 

ring-opening polymerization and miniemulsion. 

Materials SDS, MilliQ water, chloroform, MPDL, Styrene, MMA, Dicumyl peroxide, 

toluene. 

Copolymers of MPDL and styrene or MPDL and MMA were prepared according to 

the procedure described in chapter 6.3. 

Preparation of poly(caprolactone-r-Benzyl acrylate) using a combination 

of miniemulsion and post-polymerization In a typical run, the continuous 

phase was prepared by dissolving 40 mg of SDS in 15 g of MilliQ water. In a 

separate vial, 3.42 g of benzyl acrylate, 270 mg MDO, 50 mg AIBN and 150 mg 

hexadecane were weighed. The continuous phase was subsequently added to the 

monomer (dispersed) phase and the mixture was left to pre-emulsify at 1000 rpm 

for 1 hour under stirring with a magnetic stirrer. The emulsion was ultrasonicated 

(for details see paragraph 6.1). Prior to polymerization, the miniemulsion was 

degassed by purging with nitrogen gas for 15 minutes under stirring. Post-

polymerization was performed by immersing the miniemulsion in an oil bath 

thermostated at 90°C and was left to run overnight. The emulsion was filtered 

and solid content was determined by taking 300 mg of emulsion and evaporating 

all solvents. The particle size and ζ-potential were determined by DLS. 

Preparation of poly(phenyl-butyrolactone-r-MMA) and poly(phenyl-

butyrolactone-r-styrene) nanoparticles For the dispersed phase, 100 mg of 

polymer was dissolved in 3 g of chloroform. In a separate flask, 35 mg of SDS 

was dissolved in 12 g of MilliQ water. Both solutions were mixed and left to stir at 

1000 rpm for 1 hour. Subsequently, the emulsion was ultrasonicated (for details 
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see chapter 6.1). After ultrasonication, the chloroform was evaporated at T=40°C 

for 6 hours under stirring. The emulsion was filtered and solid content was 

determined by taking 300 mg of emulsion and evaporating all solvents. The 

particle size and ζ-potential were determined by DLS. 
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7.1 Summary 

The use of radical ring-opening polymerization has expanded in recent years. 

Many examples have shown the versatility of this technique in the world of 

biomedical applications. The work presented in this thesis gives valuable (new) 

insights to the field of radical ring-opening polymerization and opens up paths for 

future applications in the biomedical field. Several aspects are presented here 

which, when combined, form a solid base for future use in preparing degradable 

nanoparticles with defined properties and the ability to allow post-functionalization 

in pursuit of preparing nanoparticles for drug delivery purposes. 

Initial research focused on the synthesis of copolymers containing varying 

amounts of 5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (BMDO) and 

methylmetacrylate (MMA). The copolymerization behavior was studied using an 

optimized way involving online IR-measurements during the polymerization. By 

fitting the Mayo-Lewis equation to the dataset, the reactivity ratios for both BMDO 

were calculated; rBMDO = 0.33 ± 0.06 and rMMA = 6.0 ± 0.8. This result was 

compared with data obtained by fitting the Skeist-equation to the same dataset 

resulting in somewhat similar value for rBMDO = 0.7 and rMMA = 3.88. Follow-up 

research on this combination was done by showing for the first time the synthesis 

of copolymers of BMDO and MMA with defined size, composition and architecture 

by using reversible addition/fragmentation transfer (RAFT)-conditions. The 

successful synthesis of linear as well as 4-arm star copolymers was shown with 

regards to composition. A hydrolytic degradation showed on these respective 

copolymers was performed and successful degradation in terms of molecular 

weight was observed. 
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Knowing the copolymerization of any system tremendously helps in predicting the 

outcome of the copolymer structure. To that extent, the procedure to determine 

reactivity ratios was optimized to allow for fast and easy screening. Based on the 

methods described before, the combination of online IR measurements and the 

Skeist equation was optimized and tested for several different combinations 

surrounding 2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL). I’ve shown that by 

using this method, reactivity ratios could be determined in a single experiment. A 

collection of reactivity ratios for MPDL and several typical vinyl monomers were 

determined as showing the versatility of this techniques (Table 7.1). 

Table 7.1 Summary of the results for the determination of reactivity ratios for 

MPDL and various comonomers. 

CKA monomer rMPDL rmon 

MPDL Styrene 0,54 ± 0,02 3,31 ± 0,08 

MPDL MMA 0,59 ± 0,19 2,78 ± 0,68 

MPDL MA 0,65 ± 0,02 2,96 ± 0,10 

MPDL DEGA 1,31 ± 0,09 4,13 ± 0,25 

MPDL BA 0,89 ± 0,09 2,89 ± 0,25 

Like in the previous chapter, these monomer pairs were exposed to RAFT 

conditions. The resulting copolymers showed controlled molecular weights and low 

dispersities. Important to note is that better control occurs at higher amounts of 

vinyl monomer w.r.t. MPDL. 

In preparation of nanoparticles synthesis of and future application to drug delivery 

systems the possibility of introducing side chain functionality in RROP was 

explored by using the click chemistry in the form of the copper catalyzed 
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azide/alkyne 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction. Two approaches were 

tested where the first approach employed the copolymerization of the cyclic 

ketene acetal (CKA) 2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane (MDO) and propargyl acrylate. 

The copolymers were shown to nicely contain side chain functionality in the form 

of an alkyn. Subsequent attachment of azide terminate diethylene glycol resulted 

in proof of functionalization through attenuated total reflectance (ATR)-IR 

measurements. In the second approach, the idea was to synthesize a CKA 

containing a pendant alkyne group to allow the synthesis of functionalized 

polymers by readily copolymerizing with any other non-functionalized CKA. 

Synthesis, however, proved to be quite tedious where the isolation of pure 

functionalized CKA was not possible. Optimization of the synthetic procedure is 

therefore required in future research. 

In the final stage of the research presented in this thesis, preformed MPDL-based 

copolymers were used in the preparation of nanoparticles through a combination 

of miniemulsion and solvent evaporation. Both copolymers of styrene and MMA 

with MPDL were synthesized in batch. The resulting particles were approximately 

80-120 nm in size and showed nice uniform mixing throughout the particle. 

7.2 Nederlandse Samenvatting 

In de laatste jaren is het gebruik van radicalaire ring-opening polymerizatie 

(RROP) steeds belangrijker geworden. De veelzijdigheid van deze techniek wordt 

gedemonstreerd door de vele toepassingen in de biomedische wereld. De 

resultaten van het werk in dit proefschrift zorgen voor waardevolle (nieuwe) 

inzichten in het veld van RROP and openen nieuwe wegen voor biomedische 

toepassingen. Hierbij worden verschillende aspecten belicht die samen een solide 

basis vormen voor het produceren van degradeerbare nanodeeltjes met gekende 
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eigenschappen.  Hierbij bestaat ook de mogelijkheid tot het post-functionaliseren 

van deze nanodeeltjes voor gebruik in ‘drug-delivery’. 

Het initiële onderzoek richtte zich op het synthetiseren van 5,6-benzo-2-

methyleen-1,3-dioxepaan (BMDO)- en methyl methacrylaat (MMA)-gebaseerde 

copolymeren. Het gedrag van de copolymerisatie werd onderzocht door gebruik 

te maken van een geoptimaliseerde techniek waarbij ‘online’ IR-metingen werden 

verricht gedurende de polymerisatie. Door de Mayo-Lewis vergelijking te fitten 

aan de verkregen data werden de reactiviteitsverhoudingen van de betreffende 

monomeren verkregen: rBMDO = 0.33 ± 0.06 en rMMA = 6.0 ± 0.8. Dit resultaat 

werd vervolgens vergeleken met reactiviteitsverhoudingen waarbij gebruik werd 

gemaakt van de Skeist vergelijking. Dit resulteerde in vergelijkbare waardes rBMDO 

= 0.7 en rMMA = 3.88. Dit comonomeer paar werd verder gebruikt voor het 

produceren van copolymeren met goed gedefinieerde eigenschappen zoals 

ketenlengte, samenstelling en architectuur door gebruik te maken van reversibele 

additie/fragmentatie transfer (RAFT)-condities. De succesvolle synthese van 

lineaire en 4-armen stercopolymeren werd aangetoond op basis van verschillende 

samenstellingen. Degradatie door middel van hydrolyse werd uitgevoerd op deze 

copolymeren. Dit resulteerde in een afname van het molecuulgewicht waarmee 

de degradatie werd bevestigd. 

Het begrijpen van het copolymerisatiegedrag van elk systeem is van groot belang 

voor het kunnen voorspellen van de copolymeerstructuur. Hiervoor werd de 

procedure voor het bepalen van de reactiviteitsverhoudingen geoptimaliseerd om 

op een snelle en efficiënte manier de reactiviteitsverhoudingen te kunnen bepalen. 

Gebaseerd op de eerder beschreven methode werd ervoor gekozen om de Skeist 

vergelijking in combinatie met ‘online’ IR-metingen te optimaliseren. Hiertoe 
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werden verschillende systemen onderzocht uitgaande van 2-methyleen-4-phenyl-

1,3-dioxolaan (MPDL) als cyclisch keteen acetaal (CKA). Hierin is aangetoond dat, 

door gebruik te maken van deze methode, het bepalen van 

reactiviteitsverhoudingen van elk systeem gedaan kan worden in één enkel 

experiment. In Tabel 7.2 is een overzicht gegeven van reactiviteitsverhoudingen 

voor verschillende combinaties van MPDL met standaardmonomeren. 

Tabel 7.2 Overzicht van resultaten voor de bepaling van 

reactiviteitsverhoudingen voor MPDL en verschillende monomeren 

CKA monomeer rMPDL rmon 

MPDL Styrene 0,54 ± 0,02 3,31 ± 0,08 

MPDL MMA 0,59 ± 0,19 2,78 ± 0,68 

MPDL MA 0,65 ± 0,02 2,96 ± 0,10 

MPDL DEGA 1,31 ± 0,09 4,13 ± 0,25 

MPDL BA 0,89 ± 0,09 2,89 ± 0,25 

Net zoals in hoofdstuk 2 is ook hier gebruikgemaakt van RAFT-condities voor de 

verschillende monomeerparen ten behoeve van het controleren van 

molecuulgewichtopbouw om zodoende polymeren te verkrijgen met gekende 

eigenschappen. Hierbij moet worden opgemerkt dat de controle beter is bij 

polymeren met een groter aandeel van het comonomeer ten opzichte van MPDL. 

Ter voorbereiding op het maken van nanodeeltjes voor ‘drug delivery’-

toepassingen is het nodig om functionaliteiten in te bouwen in de zijketens van 

CKA copolymeren. Hierbij werd gebruikgemaakt van ‘click’-chemie in de vorm van 

de koper gekatalyseerde azide/alkyn 1,3-dipolaire cyclo-additie (CuAAC) reactie. 

Twee methodes werden hierbij getest waarbij de eerste methode gebruikmaakt 
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van de copolymerizatie van 2-methyleen-1,3-dioxepaan (MDO) en propargyl 

acrylaat. Dit leidde tot copolymeren met alkyn-groepen in de zijketens. Met behulp 

van azide-gefunctionaliseerd diethyleenglycol werd de functionalisering getest. 

Het verkregen product werd geanalyseerd met behulp van ‘attenuated total 

reflectance’ (ATR)-IR die de functionalisering bevestigde. In de tweede methode 

werd gebruikgemaakt van een alkyn-gefunctionaliseerd CKA in combinatie met 

traditionele niet-gefunctionaliseerde CKAs om zodoende tot functionaliseerbare 

polymeren te komen. Hiertoe moest het alkyn-gefunctionaliseerd CKA eerst 

gesynthetiseerd worden. Dit bleek echter geen recht-toe-recht-aan procedure te 

zijn en vooral de laatste stap bleek lastig, resulterend in het niet verkrijgen van 

zuiver product. Hiertoe is optimalisatie van de procedure vereist. 

In het laatste stadium van het werk voor dit proefschrift werd onderzoek gedaan 

naar de mogelijkheid tot het maken van nanodeeltjes van vooraf gesynthetiseerde 

copolymeren van MPDL met styreen en MMA. Hierbij werd gebruikgemaakt van 

de miniemulsie techniek in combinatie met ‘solvent evaporation’. Dit resulteerde 

in nanodeeltjes met een grootte tussen de 80 en 120 nm die bestonden uit een 

uniforme mix van de copolymeren. 

 

7.3 Outlook 

During the 4 years for this thesis, the world of radical ring-opening has expanded 

tremendously. More and more people are using RROP in combination with a whole 

array of reactions to synthesize materials for biomedical applications. This 

research performed in this thesis forms a good starting point for the preparation 

of nanoparticles for use in drug delivery systems. To this extent, studies on the 
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(controlled) release of these particles have to be performed by means of using a 

(fluorescent) dye and studying the release through UV/Vis or Fluorescent 

spectrometry. In addition, the biocompatibility of these particles and their 

degradation products have to be tested. Decoration of these particles is readily 

accessible by using preformed copolymers of MDO and propargyl acrylate.  

When going for larger amounts of these materials, limitations of batch chemistry 

are quickly reached. To assist in the synthesis of larger quantities, flow chemistry 

might prove a useful tool. More and more researchers are walking away from 

traditional batch chemistry and using flow chemistry instead thanks to some major 

advantages:  

 Fast heat exchange 

 Rapid mixing 

 Extreme conditions (i.e. working above boiling point) 

 Increased safety 

 Good reproducibility 

 Easy scalability 

The use of flow chemistry in combination with RROP has not yet been reported. 

While it may not be suitable for CKA homopolymerization (due to the long reaction 

time), copolymerization as well as CKA synthesis may benefit from a transition to 

flow. This opens many opportunities for improving/optimizing the existing systems 

for several CKAs and any imaginable comonomer. 

While the biomedical is the predominant area of choice for degradable materials, 

these materials also have good potential to be used in i.e. packaging industry. 

With only a few percent (5-15%) of added to CKA, these materials would maintain 
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the properties of the bulk material while adding a small amount of degradability 

to allow for a more environmentally friendly material. 
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List of Abbreviations 

1H-NMR   Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

AIBN   Azobisisobutyronitrile 

AFM   atomic force microscopy 

ATRP   Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization 

BA   n-Butyl acrylate 

BMDO   5,6-benzo-2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane 

c   concentration 

C   carbon 

13C-NMR  Carbon-13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

CKA   cyclic ketene acetal 

Co   copolymer 

CRP   controlled radical polymerization 

d   days 

Ð   polydispersity 

DBU   1,8-Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec-7-ene 

DCM   dichloromethane 

DCP   dicumylperoxide 

DEGA   di(ethylene glycol) ethyl ether acrylate 

DLS   dynamic light scattering 

DP   degree of polymerization 

Eq   equivalent 

f   feed composition 

F   copolymer composition 

FRP   free radical polymerization 

FT-IR   Fourier transformation infrared spectroscopy 

GPC   gel permeation chromatography 

H   hydrogen 
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h   hours 

K   Kelvin 

k11   homopropagation rate coefficients 

k12   crosspropagation rate coefficients 

M   molar 

MA   methyl acrylate 

MeOH   methanol 

MDO   2-methylene-1,3-dioxepane 

MMA   methyl methacrylate 

Mn   number average molecular weight 

Mp   molecular weight at peak maximum 

MPDL   2-methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane 

Mw   weight average molecular weight 

MWD   molecular weight distribution 

mV   millivolt 

NiPAM   N-isopropylacrylamide 

nm   nanometer 

NMP   nitroxide mediated polymerization 

PBL   poly(phenyl butyrolactone) 

PCL   polycaprolactone 

PEG   poly(ethylene glycol) 

PMMA   poly(methyl methacrylate) 

PPM   parts per million 

PS   polystyrene 

r   random 

R   radical 

r1   reactivity ratio monomer 1 

r2   reactivity ratio monomer 2 
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RA-1 trithiocarbonate methyl-2-(((octylthio)-

carbonothioyl)thio)propanoate 

RAFT   radical addition-fragmentation chain transfer  

rpm   revolutions per minute 

RROP   radical ring-opening polymerization 

SDS   sodium dodecyl sulfate 

SEC   size exclusion chromatography 

t   time 

T   temperature 

TEA   trimethylamine 

TEM   transmission electron microscopy 

Tert   tertiary 

tert-BuOK  potassium tertiary-butoxide 

THF   tetrahydrofuran 

VAc   vinyl acetate 

vol%   volume percent 

wt%   weight percent 

w.r.t   with respect to 

x   conversion 

ζ   zeta potential 
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